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Preface 
In attempting to i~terpret the personnlity.of Isaiah through his 
writings in the book of Ise.ieh, we must first·· question the authenticity of' 
much of that book. Recent Biblical criticism, based upon a more thorough 
knowledge of the source material has, without much doubt, proven to us 
that the book has t~o or more authors. It. shall be the purpose of this 
thesis to make a critical study of the book of Isaiah end particularl~\ of 
the first thirty-nine chapters. After reaching a conclusion as to what 
portion of the book may be ascribed to him, we shall then rearrange this 
portion in·.': a chronological order following as best we ean the authentic 
dates we have in the life of Isaiah himself. A brief biographical sketcah 
will follow based upon the few details that we have in the book itself 
concerning his life. 
Aft.er this foundation has been given the central theme of the paper 
will be taken up. From the authentic sources we will attempt to find out 
what sort of a man he was, what his motivating powers were, what his nature 
was, why he preached the gospel which he did, and what lasting ideals and 
values he has given to. the world. Follov<ing this a summary of his life, 
his prophecy, and his personality will then be given. 
In dealing withe. psychologicalinterpretation of the personality of 
Isaiah we are entering a practically new field. Little has been written, 
therefore we must advance with caution. Though the material i~ hand is 
limited we shall attempt to use it as best we can and perhaps arrive at a 
new and more complete understanding of this great man of the ages. The 
influence of the personality which we will study is still of major propor-
tior13 in our own world. 
' '· 
' 0'"·' I, 
SECTION 1 
Pages 2-16. 
An Introduction To The. Book Of .Isaiah. 
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~-· 
An Introduction To The Book of Isaiah. 
The book of Isaiah is one of the' most interesting in the Scriptures. 
,, .• ~ We must remember, however, that all the material included in the book Bl~:rely 
does not belong to Isaiah, 11 son of Amoz, n .' Upon examination it is plain1§1 'N 
seen that there is a division between chapters one-thirty,;. nine, ~d dhapt~rs 
forty-sixty-six. The fi:trst section, chapte~s one to thirty-nine~ is un- :·· 
doubtedlt, in the most pavt, the'work of I~aish the s~n of Amoz. It once 
existed as a separate book having chapter thirty-nine as its ending. The 
book in its present form did not appear very early in the post-exilic 
2. 
period--probably not earlier than the third century B. c. An editor 
' ' 
took the material which he had in hand and arranged it so that is had some· 
semblance of literary connection but not necessarily a chronological ord~~ z 
• • '·. • •.• ' ·: . 1 ·;: 
This served his purpose since he probably wanted the book to pass from gen-
eration to generation in story form. 
: ' . '. . . ' .. '_" .· ; ; .• .,. /~) ~ .. 
It was surely not put together With' 
·, 
the thought that someday the critical eye of the scholar would be cast in 
its direction. I~ 1870 J.B.Koppe, in Lowth•s Commentary on Isaia.h·s~id,. 
11 To determine the time. in which I~'aia.h prophecied the following is pre:.:. 
supposed: (1) That all utterances which are now' found in his book really'·· 
originated with him; end not :t:rom M earlier, ~ontemporary, or late~ 
prophet. (2) That the superscriptions of the entire book are genuine and 
accurate. Neither assumption, as I think,. can be satisfactorily proven." 
This merely began the long list of sev~;~e~ts to which the book has been 
subjected and from which have come many new 'and interesting facts. 
Division of The Book. 
2. Gray, G.B.; 
1
lnternational Critical Cominentary; P~ 72. 
1. Isaiah 1:1. 
~'- . 
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The book can easily be divided int'o' ~o sections~ the first containing 
',·,) ,, 
cha.pters one to thirty-nine, and the second chapters forty. to s'i:Xty-six .. 
Betw~en these two sections there is an easily discernible difference in 
. ' '•" language~ style, color, and content. "The Isaianic passages of the. first 
section are chiefly concerned With Israel's faithlessness to Yahweh in pol-
,•· "" 
itics and religion as it showed itself in the eigth century. However • the 
ruling purpose of chapters 40-55 is to rouse the exiles out of their des-
5. 
pendency and to .fill them vrith enthusiasm for their true destiny •••••• n 
Style and language are used with partioulE¢ ef.fect in shewing the difference 
. . 
between the two sections. The history revealed in each section also enables 
us to see that neither the 'authorship nor the time of writing of each was 
• ' • I 
the same. The ideas, theological, eschatological, and apocalyptic, express-
ed in the two sections can only leei us. to believe that two or more men are 
the authors of the book~ and not just 'o~e. "The prophet(of the second sec-
tion) •••••• moved i:r{ ·~ different region of thought from Isaiah; he apprehends 
6. ;. :· 
and emphasiZ'es different aspects of divine truth. 11 
... 
The first section, largely the work of Isaiah, is the one which we will 
study· in thi's· p·ap~r. Origfnaliy chapt~r thirty-ni~e formed the close o'r the 
book, but a later editor br.ought the ~o sections together to form '7he pre-
3. 
sent book. The author o·f the second section is e.. mystery since he idi:m-
4. 
The account in Chronicles would tifies himself in no part~of the book. 
lead us to believe that it is the work of Jeremiah but this is doubtful. 
~ .' '• 
The author of most of this second section was a great man, somewhat like 
Isaia}:t himself, whom we call Deutero--IsaiEih. Others believe that there was 
a third author • refer red to a\ TriJto-- Isaiah. 
6. Dri~ An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament; )P.243. 
5. Eis::men; Prophetic Books of the Old Testament; P.l26. 
4. 1T Chronicles 36; 2-23 
3.·nFay, G.B.; A Critical Introduction to the Old Testament; P.l70. 
'' 
·3 
e l5ook ofisaiah, whio 
be divided into seven .parts,; eaclt of which has to do with ,some .pa:rticul~ 
period of Israel;s history. These di'visions.are: . l 
(a) Chapter ·T Prophe~:~freceded by a general title ascribing ... : 
\ 
authorship to Isaiah. 
(b) .Chapters IT-XIT Proph~c~~oncerning Judah. and Jerusalem, ascribed1 ,: 
in a .title (2:2) .to Isaiah. 
(c) Chapters x111-XX111 Oracles, intended to be ascribed to Isaiah, but 
containing some later.exilic prophecies. 
(e) Chapters :XXVll-XXXIll 
(f) XXXIV -XXXV. Chapters 
--
:":''•, 
(g) Chapters · XXXV!-XXXIX 
concerning Isaiah. 
Assyrian Influence Upon Isaiah. 
"His propheeying was determined chiefly by four Assyr~an invasions ~t; 
Palestine: the first, in 734-732 B.Cot by Tiglath pi1eser11I, while Aha~ 
was on the throne; the second by ShB.imane:seL- and. Sargon in 725~720, during,,, 
' -.'·,·, 
which Samaria fell in 721;. the third by Sargon, 712-710; the. fourth by, 
'' 
deliverance of Jerusalem in 701 .from the menace of Sennacherib. 
.l. ;;, 
'·',, 
9. Isaiah 7:1-9:6. 
8. Smith, G.A~; Expositors Bible; P.x1• 
7• Gray, G.B.; International Critical Commentary; Pp 181,187. 
) 
4;: 
I 
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Not. all the passages in the sectioms' ove~ however~ ong. 
to Isaiah. Those.which do belong to him are his sermons and excerpts from 
his life. They were probably put into written form by his disciples· and 
followers who gathered about him., He preached his doctrines and messagees 
to. them. and they in turn. spread them about the coun:tryside. In compiling 
the book which we have the early editor has added much which does not belong 
to the original works and words of I saieh. 
~Isaianic Passages. 
Serious .doubt has existed for some time as to the authorship of2:2-5;. ,. 
10. 
and 4:2-6. Chapter 2:2-5 exists also in Micah in a slightly varied 
and longer form. Some have argued that (1) Isaiah borrowed the passage 
fromMic:ah~ (2) that Micah borrowed from Isaieh 1 and.(3) .that.both fashioned: 
·theirs from an earlier source. "Scholars today regard .the verses as post-. · 
Isaianice because of .. the leading ideas of the prophecy and inserted in. both 
11. 
places by later editors." . 
Chapt.er4:2-6 is regarded today as an Isaianic oracle~ worked over. in:: 
p<>st-exilic times from the viewpoint .of post-exilic religious ideas and, · '· 
' . - . 
outlooks. The difficulties of the awkward and incoherent· style of the :verse 
disappears in the most part if. the order is changed to become 4~3,2,5.6. 
Chapters 11:10--12:6 are· also questioned today because of the fact .that 
words~ figures of speech, .content, and spirit are not Isaiah 1 s but belong to 
the post-exilic period. Some have even set the date of these passages as 
12. 
late as B.C. 165. The M~ssianic promise of 11:1-9 hOVTever, is not en-
tire1y foreign to Isaiah and may be easily assigned to him. Though th'e , , , 
theme of the remaining passages of this doubtful section may not be foreign· 
to Isaiah, some ideas expressed and many linguistic: peculiarities point 
12. Cheyne; Prophecies of Isaiah; Pp58,59. 
11. Eiselen; Prophetic Books of the Old Testmnent; P.l30. 
10. Micah 4:1-5 
(. p. 
.· 
· ... · , ... __ !!.,_ ______________ •••••••••••a•a••••••••m••• 
• 
very decidedly to a late date tor them. 
The. next section, chapters 13-.23, is a group of oracles ascribed to .. 
13~ 
Isaiah, end has some passages ·which were written as late. as.'. :the Exile .... : 1 , • 
We have. a magnificent ode in 13: l-14: 23 which surely does not belong to. . 
- . 14. 
Isaiah. .It was uttered when ;Babylon was in her glory. and when the res~ .. 
. the world looked with longing eyes to the. Medes. to overcome her. . It was 
probably written sometime af'ter 606, B.C. when_ Assyria fell, end before 538. 
B.C •. when Cyrus conquered the Medea. 
There is also some doubt today as to the date of chapters 15:1-16:14. 
Many have. s~dd that the verses ar~ post-Isaianic but more .thorough study 
. has. shown that the- .. verses were probably written~ before Isaiah and were,.) . 
. . 15~ 
"adopted by the ei~h century Isaiah and adapted by him to his ovrn. purpose. 
The epilogue of this section, 16:13,14, may be Isaianic .but 15:1 to 16,:12 
surely cannot be. since; (1) the, Elegite; strain of the section, is foreign 
to.the umoubtedwritings of Isaiah; (2) language and,style are said.by·.:.~· 
Cheyne to be about as unlike Isaiah's as they could be;.(3) the.expressi~nr·~· 
of sympathy for Moab would hardly be expected from Isaiah; ( 4) the absence· 
of all refer.enoe to Yahweh and of definite religious teaching is without;· 
parallel in genuin~saianic utterances; and (5) .the historical situation 
.. ,. 16. 
reflected did not exist during the prophetic career of -Isaiah. ; . The·. only··:; 
credit we can give to Isaiah is in ,.the expression of the thought_. 
Chapter 21 is also usually not given Isaianic authorship. It is. au·. 
group of oracles having no connection. Verse~l-10 contain a vision of the ' · 
overthrow of Babylon by Elam and Media~ verses. 11-12 give a brief and· ob- . 
scure oracle concerninc; $tl911, verses 13-17 contain an obscure prophecy.·of 
16. ·Cheyne; Introduction -to the Book 'of Isaiah; Pp. 84-88. 
15. Eiselen;Prophetic Books of the Old Testament; P. 149. 
14. Isaiah 13:19. · 
13. Gray, G.B.; International Critical Commentary; P. 181 
the Dedanites·, an Arabian tribe~ The're are very distinct Aramaic: elements.. 
' ~ ' ' , ' •• ' v • , f • .,, ,, ~ • : • " .~ ' " . ,'. I : ··, 'I ';' 
in the language which, combined with the tone and content of the passages, 
point to a late date, probably ·~ven l~ter thari the destr~ctio'n of Jerus~i~in 
·There is' pra'ctically no doubt but what the next s~otion, chapters 24:., 
' . ." Y·.''"' 
It is a group of late, anonymous prophecies' 
concerning the glorious issue of' some great world a-atastr~phe that i's to :. r 
come b~t fr.~m w~i~h the faithful peopie of Yahweh will escape. :• .: .. :"" .. ') By the 
separation of the songs ana the prophetic passages of the section a much'"''" 
' • • ... ,1, 
• 1 • ~ ', 
smoother arrangement may be secured •.. ,The prophetic material consists of 
24:1-23; 25:6-8; 26:20-27:1; 27:12,13 end the iyrical m.aterial of 25:1-5., 
9; 26:1-19; and 27:2-6,7-ll. Because of the distinction between the tw~-. 
typ~s we must conclude 'that thai ~re the pro:duct o.f' diff'ere~t authors ·and 
different periods.· The reasons. ·~ffered ·~gairist Isaiariic ~uthorship ~e( .. 
(l) The historical situation r'eflected does not fit the age ~f ·Is~iah~ 1(2) 
The interpretation of pas si~g politi'cal e~e~t~ ·and. movements is not id 'tii'e1 
spirit. of' Isaiah. ( 3) Language ~nd ~tyle rewal ~any non~Isaienic chef·a~t~\t 
istics. (4) The points of c~ntact~th Isaiah and other'wtiters show;the 
chapters to belong i;;o alate and dmi..t~t:ive literEil-y pe~iod. (5) 
expressed are not those found in Isaiani~ or other pre~exilic literature; 
i. + ·~ 
the resemblances are with post-exilic, inter-testamental,. and New Testament 
17. ~r.itings. They were written betwe.en the second and the latter half' of' 
the fourth century B.C. The ~videnc'e ·.fa-iors the latter half. of the ":r~~~fu 
century B.c. as the date of wri~ •• 
The next' ~action,. chapters 28-33, is a group of pr.ophecies conc~rning 
'Judah and Jerusalem~ There is grave doubt here as :to the authorship: of':~~ 
• ' ~ 1 '" 
28:5-6; 29:16-24; 30il8-26; 32:1-8; and 33. The section as a whole me:Y be 
divided-into·two kinds of prophecy: (1) General threats and announcements 
17. Eiselen; Prophetic Books of the Old Testament;· Vol. 1; Pp. 169-171. 
of docm, 28:1•4, .7-22; 29:9-1.6; 30:1-17; 31:1.;.3, end (2) Promises of 
regeneration, restoration~ end exalfion, 28:5-6, 23-29; 29:]..;.8, 16.;24; 30: 
18-33; 31:4-9. Although arguments from a linguistic and theological stand-
~~~ point are advanced· against· the former· group they are :not conclusive so the 
passag~s may without serious doubt be credited to Isaiah. The latter group, 
called the promise sections, may or may not be Isaianic in character. Thei:t~ 
genuineness has been attacked upon the grounds that: (1) ·"The passages ·are 
foreign to their context,' (2) they contain many characteristically late ·ex.;. 
. . . 
pressions,· ••••••••••• and (3) the generaLbe.okground is of that reflected 
•• 
18 • 
in the literature .(o'f1,:t the exile.--~~ H.P. Smith would place all such 
19. 
passages containing the Messianic hope in the exile. These arguments: 
' 
are not conclusive hmvever, for 28:23-29; 29:1-8; 30:27.;33; amd 31:4-9~" 
~ . 
"The thought expressed in the first pas sage, namely~ the disciplinary pur-
pose of the divine judgments, is fundamental in all prophetic _teachings; 
in the rem!dning passage·s the historical background, namely, the threatened 
destruction of Jerusalem by the Assyrians, appears so clearly and concretely 
that the .purely· subjective considerations urged against their genuineness 
. 20. 
must be' rejected." The passages then, which we may doubt with authority; 
·are 28:5-6, 29:16-24, and 30:18-26. Some haw placed these sections as late 
as 100 B.C.· but this is an exaggeration. They are undoubtedly of a post-
exilic date J however. · ·. 
Chapter 32. presents a very peculiar problem. There are many Isaie.riic 
traits which would indicate that Isaiah is the author,. but many deny his 
authorship altogether and maintain that· the chapter is the work of a post-
exilic writer. Others admit the Isaienic authorship of verses 9to 20. but 
deny it to verses 1 to· 8. There may be a close resemblance to the 11 Wisdom11 
20. Eiselen; Prophetic Books of the· Old Testament; Vol ,!; Pp. 175-176 . 
19. Smith, H.P.; Old Te-stament History; P. 338. 
18. Cheyne; Introduction to the Book of Isaiah; Pp. 192-196. 
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·.: .' 
literature in the chapter but. it is without a.-doubt written. in the style 
and spirit of Isaiah. The~ Me_ssie.nic passages are also cha.re.cteristio. of,,;" 
I• "' ,. ,._.., 
Isaiah but there are some part,s ,of the chap:ter Vfhich are foreign t~. hilm. B;S ~; · 
wel_l. The conclusion. which we must r~ach there is that the chapter ha~ .~~ 
Isaianic nucleus vvhich was v.orked over probably in post-exili? times by a 
student and inserted into this book as being Isaianic. 
Chapter 33 also presents a peculiar problem. .There e.re many confli~.t::-, 
ing attitudes and~arguments concerning it ~h,-~.ch both deny. and ,affi~. ·Is~~~-
ic .authorship. 11-The discriminating study of language~ style, literary P8;r.,;-
, 
allels,·ideas, and the .peculiar .treatment of cert~;tin ,i_deas which are :~oun~,~ 
also in genuine Isaianic utterances,---:------has .convinced the vast major:.. 
ity of modern scholars that the chapter in its present form cannot. <H,~n.e. 
,21. ' 
from Isaiah! . The probl_em of this chapter se,ems .to be a close pare.ll~~. 
to .that of 32 and, like the latter, the solution, ·is the same. In other 
words the chapter in its present form was 7ewritten by a later writer. a:-: .. , 
round an Isaianic nucleus. Both ohapt~.rs ma.y then, be credit~~ .in· -:their.:-~. ,,. 
-:-The next section,. chapters 34-35, does. not offer such peculiar pro-
blems. They are a group of utterance.s prophecying. a judg}llent .up~n Edam, 
and the redemption and return of Israel to Zion. All scholars are. pre:c'l;i-
c·ally agreed that theydo not belong to IsaiBh but the question of date pre;.. 
sents a much greater problem. The unity of form and contents signii) .. t.hat 
they are probably the product . of the same author and the , same age. .They ... · · 
could not have been. written before the exile. because:" (1) They have an 22. . . "' '• ' ,· 
apocalyptic coloring, ·. (2) the passionate hatred of Jerusalem is paralleled 
only in writings after the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B.c., (3) the 
·. 
'.', 
22. Isaiah 34:1-5 ·· 
21. Eiselen; Prophetic Books of the-Old Testament; Vol.T; P. 179 
. 
(. 
I 
:r W!f'F _grrzzr 
::language and style resemble ·exilic' and post-exilic' literature~ and· (4) 
the literary parallels are much closer to late writings 'than·to' pre.:.:&:rllie 
23. 
:They• were· probably written in the sixth <and fifth centuria's B.C 
~~ 'when<the Edomites were being attacked. In chapter 34 these attacks arelin-', 
terpreted by the prophet or·· author as being a divine .. judgment. 
·' The next section, chapters '36-39, is what may be 'termed' an'hiStoricSl~; 
appendix, and ·offers'a very interesting problem as· to its origin' end ·auth6r. 
:rt contains the campaign of' Sennacherib and siege of''Jerusaleiri, the 
. of Hez-ekieh,. and the embassy of Merodach:-Baladan. "It was·· intended to''ril.eet , 
' 
the ':convenience· of' the Jewish readers :or the' oracles ( of:the! prophet, 'who de-' . 
sired ·to have :'a clear account of the' great. historic episode iri which he 
. '! 24. ' \ 
·played so' distinguished· a part. 11. The .four chapters are practical·ly 
'identical ;.,.ith IT Kings 18:13-20:19. The only differences are; (1) Isaiah 
38: 9-:~o:·~~ .absent from IT Kings; . (?) 1T Kings 18:14-16 is absent from 
Isaiah; (3) .the natural sequence of 1T Kings 20:6-11 is in Isaiah: '·'chapter 
· 38 'verses 5.-6,2],.22,7 ,8~ Isaiah could not have .:been the author of this 
z~. 
appendix since (1) the murder of Sennacherib occured after Isaiah's 
\ 
death; , (2) the language. and style point to •·a late origin, ( 3) there are"':.:: 
passages which show, DeuterotiiOIIlio influence~ common in· Kings but :not !iri:"''~;;;,,,, i 
l 
.Isaiah, and (4) Kings. is in fuller :detail 
26. 
Isaiah as., an abridgment. : ,,. 
in·:some ,.places which points to 
Do sections 36:1-37:99.' and': 37:9b-37 represent one and the. same' iric'id-. 
ant or are they accounts of two separate orunpaigns'l It ;is possible that one 
eem;paign may have taken place in 701 B.C~ ·and another after 689 B.C. 1 but'':'it 
is more 'probable ,as,~ archaeology points out,.. that a ·de:f'in.l5.te assertion 1''ri'cin;.;. 
26. Cheyne; Introduction"to''the Book 'of•Isaiah'j ·P.222 · 
: .. 25. Isaiah :37: 38; 1T Kings 19:37 •. 
24. 'Whi tehou'se;. The-century Bible; P. 351. 
23. Eiselen; Prophetic Books of' the Old Testament; Vol :!:; P.l81 
; 
~--. \ 
earning a' second campaigrfwould'be"wrong'• The two narratives''are today 
thought' to be. accounts' of thf{· srune· campaign. The general thought; style:; ':ct:' 
content~' spirit',;: and method of treatment ·or chapters 36'to'' 39 assign them 
~·· to· the post-exilic'peri'od. ·Because of the late origin of some of the mat-· . 
erial the' earliest'edition of Kings did not contail:t it. Tb:is material was 
probably.takenfrom•a late biographical nar:rative·of Isaiah and added dur 
the post-exilic· period~ ''.Later these narratives~ magnifying the postion of'. 
Isaiah'who 1had,:oome to be:recogniZed·as.the chief representative of'.the 
prophetic ·order~ were added :to a' colleotdlon 'of his prophecies. and' sermons'>;. 
for the: convenienca···Of' the (people• . \Later 'these. na.rrati ves :were I inserted (i L.:c,, 
into Isaiah. Following·.this the·'story of 1the pe.y:hng of'·tribute to .. •'· '"''·.'!'· 
27• 28. 
Sennacherib • was· added: to Kings~ and the song' of Manasseh ., ·to the book of' 
29. 
Isaiah." · 
Chronological Arrangement of'~ Isaianic Passages. 
From this 'introduction we he.ve .·shown that 'chapters 2i2-5; ll:l0-12:6; 
13:1-14:23; 24; 25;~~6~~27; 28:5-6i•29:16-24; 30:18-26; 34; 35; 36; 37; 38; 
39 are. n:ot ·Isaiah's work. · Let· us· naw turri ·our attention )briefly to it,. b;; \Jt;.,. 
chron:ol ogical arrangement '·of·.the Isaienic ·passages which we have. Isaiah Is 
prophesying was determined ·to a 1arge 'extent :t)y four great historic:e.lesvents 
(1) The ·coalition of' Arrun and Israel against Judah, because· of lfee.r of' 
. . h 
Assyria, in 735 B.C.; (2) The:ce.pture ·of Samaria. by' Assyria'in 721 B.C.: (3) 
The invasion of Se.rgon in,712, B.c.-710 B.C.; (4) · •The deliverance of Jeru-
30. 
salem in 701 B.C. from ·the menace of Senriacherib. · With the aid of, ar-
..... ~ ............ ogy many of these dates have been established beyond much doubt. Even 
with this .assurance, however, we must recognize the fact that··any ohronolci'g-
30.~.Mc'·Fadyen; Introduct:lion to'the Old TestemE:mt; Pp 107 f'f. 
29~ Eisilen; Prophetic Books of the Old Testament; P. 188. 
28. ·Isaiah 38:9-20 . ' ' 
27 •fl JCings 18: 14~16. 
-/·- . 
. '·. 
ieal arrangement of' the prophecy "must be largely provisione.P' 
' ' I ,,~ ' ' ' '; ,• ' 
In a brief outline we will set forth ~ ·' ;r, .. ~, .. ~'. >1 • : .. 0 (, f the various sections 
in chronological order as has been sugge~ted in our studies. 
Sermol'IS of about 738-739 B.c .•. , 
(1:1. Supex:scription ascri~ing au~hors~ip to ,Isaiah)* 
2:5-4:1 Jerusalem is supel"'~titious, corrupt, frivolous. luxurious. andl 
· .. .in such ways,. inviting judgment. 
< ' '.' '. ' ' ' ~ i ' '. ". ' ; , l ' • ' '• ' ,.~ l ": .... •'·, ·, ~ ' ·~' ·.· ':) ' 
5:1-7 Judah is the .unfruitful ,vineyard of'. Jehovah 
• ~ ~ • · • • • : • • ! : c. • .~· ~ · ~. ~ ·· . ~ . · , · t . • L ·:·, ~ 
5:8-24 .Seven 11 woes11 , upon the offenders agai~st social righteousness~ 
' ' ,,··· '· . ' 
9:8-10:4fi5:25-30 Proud Ephraim shall be smitten,. stroke after stroke, 
by war, disaster,., anarchy, invasion, )Jntil she ~~- swept awe:y. 
. . ' . '. '' . ' ' ; ~ ' . ( f ' 
[
17:1-11, Israel'~ bulwark,,. 
17:12-14 
Syria,. and Israel herself are doomed. 
• I , '1 , I " ~ l ! , ' : l,l '{ 
''· ·:1.' 
Appeal to Ahaz (735 B.c.) 
7:1-9 These two nations, S~ia and Ephraim, are not to be feared; . 
• ' ' •• • "1 ,'· ~ •• ' " '.< : ~ ·~·. ;;·;;, ; /;,,\I 
have faith. in Jehovah. 
•, 
'· 
' ~ > I .' ' ' ( "' 
1::10-16 Do not reject Jeh;ovall.'s sign •. A boy, Immanuel, is to be born. 
" . ' ' f 
7:17-25 Disaster will come upon,,Judah~ 
Later Messages to .the People (Before732 B.C.). 
'·.' '' '" .. 
8:1-4 Two. predictions of the·. fall,~~f Damascus.,. 
8:5-10 ···Rejection of' J ehoveh means As~yr_ian domination. 
• ' •• i • • ' •' ' ' • ' ' ,. • . , ' .~ I' • ' • '' N' 
8:11-15 Jehovah is a refuge1 for trusting people. 
~ . . . , ' ' ' ' • • . ' ; ' • . ,• • , ' ' 'I 
8:16-18 If my prot~sts are unav:ailing I shall bear testim.o~ in 
,. ~~ . " 
silence. 
8~~9-9.:7 The .~ays w~l~ b~ dark but relief ~~l come w;tth a righteous 
··i ,ruler. 
The burden :or Moab * (written, duriD:g the. campaign of Sargon against 
Ashdod 711 ~~~:.) . (?) 
31. smith~ G.A.; The Book of Isaieh; Vol. !; P. Xll. 
5t 
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i 
-,.;· ,,1:· l'·.· 1, r '1·.'' ·: '."'' ·: .~--·.\<.''\<' •') 1 , ·'('I. 
15:1-16:14 Moab is doomed to destruction. 
·~i,' I ;',',\ ~y~·.:::, < \~'~' ;·>.' ; ~; ~~\~ ' ',''t•,~J1.~~', 
Opposition to an alliance against Assyria (about.703 B.c.). 
/.'," 
., ..... .., 
' ''«'') ._ ... ' •' .. 
. . 
';1' 
• •• : ·.~ ·~·· ~~~ : • • • ~ ,. , ·" :'- ·~ 1 .'.·. ·~, ~·. :. ·~ .• ~:·· ·: ::·. ··~ v· ,, 
18. Do not unite with Egypt but wait upon Jehovah'• · 
:,( 
28:23-29 God adjusts his processes to the ends in view. 
.,.:. 
< ,,, 
29:1-8 · Jerusalem, God's altar-hearth, is inviolable. 
{ -~ .. -:.~.~-•• ! •• :.··~-~~~ ·, ~ •• J~ ... l .. : ..• ·~;~ ~:>r .,., _. .. ·t ..... ~~~.·· t('~ltl' 
r:::::::z4) ,;h~,;e,o,pb ,~re ... ~ responsive, 
. '" ~ 
30:1-7 
30:8-17 
(3,0:18-26 
·.;' J ·.• ,·;4 ,·~ ~·: •. ·. t:;r ,, ,.; ~~-: i~·' ' :~· '; :· : . • r• r ~:, "1. .::·. O~'i ~"';tv.:~.--~~~: 
Alliance with Egypt will bring disgrace. 
Utte~ ruin will befall the rebellious people. 
,"\;'' .. • I 
A merciful Jehovah i111 th~ crisis will bring 
· ,,,.,, "'. ~ ~\"· ::; ... ,_.~ ·: ., ~. ":·;·;· .. :.~ ',-, ;·:· c· ;·: ~·.~·· , ;."·' :- ~',, 
30:27-33 ··. 'judah will rejoice as Jehovah enniM lates Assyria. 
:'•'l, ) ',.'!'.'· 
31:1-9 
~::~::7'' 
•. 32:1-8 
32:9-14" 
32:15--20 
'! .••• ,• 
c. ..... n l. ) 
· ··Don •t'' trust Egypt--Jehovah will protect lilis people 
.·: ', ' ,. . > ) ( ;•; od. -;,: 
and destroy Assyria. 
.:,:,, 
(, '. J.; ' ·: i ~ j, I .<, '"' J > I .f< ):~-, '~,'; ·, ~' 
Egypt will receive her just reward. 
- ' " . 
't '' 1 ~ 
' , ' ·. :"?' ~:, I, ,, '~ ' I ·~ ' ' i , , , I~ '. 1 ', 
A king shall judge righteously in the future. 
Th~-.friv~l~~~:·:~omen of J~r~salem will s~o~ h~~e 
,'> / l ; 1 > ·~I 
. ':·"· ' 
8l:li abundance of sorraw. 
':, ., 
Righteousne~s·' and justice will bring peace end 
'•' ' ~·: ·. ~ ' .... ,( .~ ,., ~ ~ ',' 
happiness • 
..-t•' ... '/• • ~ '"' ·•··· ""' >' ;¥ '. .. ;:\"~" ,'.' .~ ·.·;·· •• ~. ::;-t~:·:~·},.;.:··. 
Assurance of the d~liver~~e of J·e~~sS:iem from Assyria (701 B.C.). 
I 
. '• ; '''; > ~
' 
·. 
t•2-26 
:27-31 
22:1-14 
' ' I' 1 i • < , •, ~ • "' ' " 1 :: ,. ', :, 
Judah's distress'' i.s d~e 'to' her. fai.thl,es's~ss end 
Thi~ i~ the u~ardomd- rri-_:~lity of th~ ~~ople 
threatened by danger. 
13. 
"·· 

,.:··"t 
Abingdon Bible Commentary, p~ge s ii()' to 111. 
Israel fr~ Menehem to the ·r~l of senJ.eXie. in' 722 B.c.·· ·' 
743-737 Menahem~ ' 
738 
737-736 Pekahiah." · 
·736-734 'Pek:ah'. ·" · 
; 734 I ' • Syro-Ephra.imi tic war: Rezin (Damascus) and Pekah (Isl"'ael) 
.·· .... 
against~ Ahaz (Judah). 
'733-732 Tiglathpileser :places Hoshea on the throne of Israel • 
733-722 Hoshea. .. ' ·' 
722 Sargon captures Samaria. Fall of Israel. 
Judah from the 'death of Uzzieh to the death of Ah.az. 
Assyria 
740 Death of Uzziah. 
740-735 J othrun. 
740-701 Prophetic activity of Isaiah. 
735-720 Ahaz. 
725-690 'Prophetic activity of Micah. 
745-727 Tigle.thpileser TIT of Assyria.. 
738 His western campaign. 
733-732 Campaign in the West. 
732 Fall of Damascus. 
727-722 Shalmansser Y. 
722-705 Sargon of Assyria. 
722 Sargon carries 27, 290 Israelites captive. 
722-710 Merodach-Baladan of Babylon struggles for the mastery 
of Assyria. 
711 Sargon' s expedition against Azuri of Ashdod. 
15 •. 
. ' 
~-
705-681 Sennacherib of Assyria. 
703 Sennacherib's expedition against Babylon. 
701 Sem1acherib's campaign agairu>t the west. Shut-s up 
Hezekiah in Jerusalem. Uarries ~ay 200~160.people and 
much booty. 
681-668 Esarhaddon of Assyria. 
Judah from the fall of Israel. 
720-692 Hezekieh. 
711 
701 
Judah punished by Sargon. 
Sennacherib besieges Hezekiah. who becomes his tribu-
tary. 
692-638 Manasseh. a vassal of Esarhaddon • 
sa 
1: 
,I 
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SECTION II '.'):,; ·•,,,;; 
··A Biography Of Isaiah~ (, ·, .. 
Pages 17-32. 
,, ' 
.. 
...... ~ .... ·!'!• 
·; .. 
\.r 
·, ~' . : 
· Se~·tion · II ,, ,•. ',·.,,!,,, 
s~ . " The sections of the bo()k ~elating t~ Isaiah may be divfded ir{tti1<t~~:~: 
i~ 
Idnga of mat'e~hl.: -~ (l) .. "Prophetic 'poems: ·~nd fragme~ts \~f sayings 'of:isai~h; 
(2 ). A~tobiokraphidal ~ot}~es · (6~8 ~18 in the main); · (5) Bi()graphicai' ··ririti~e;· · 
~bout Isaiab::(20;56-597 11 He 'W:as· borti about the year B.C. 760 duririg the 
./ . 
reign· df King Uzziah• Of his birth we know nothing nor do· we know anything 
·) .... ,:.····" •• ·~ •. l :: .. :; ····.·:· .• · ...... ··, .•• -.5., •.. . ··•· ••. ,·.t,~, ,' 
of his family than that his father 1 s name· was Amoz ~ .. This. name 
. ' 
"' ••• • : 1 , \ •1 ' ;. • "~ ·• • ':' • , ; I , .• ' • <: ~ ., ' 1. < ' '\~ i•:_ r '·' "·• > ~ ''f 1 ,) } ' i t'f ' <' 
to' be confused with that of. Amos·· the prophet' 'sincei any 'connection 
; ,. · .; . .-. ·\' ·: ·-·:·'' /. ·' r;:. · , 'i · '-· .; .. " ,_. ~ ,-~ -.,t·._ •.. ;. . : ;·· ,·),· 'i',\'J•';_:~--~·:·~l,:·~";; 
relation between these· two great men surely would be mentioned." ·: Nor do " 
··: 'know 'int~ what circ~stanc~s · Isaiah was born. ,·. Sb~e however:,·><fu~l~t/ that .. · . i' 
~'.•' ,'.'• ·, ,' · .. ' :I' _• -~ '' ,,., :·, •:: ' ' o: ! . I'· ·~·.-'":"'li_''•'~')t:>,"•], >' ;'\!''•,, ' 
was ·a brother 'of king Amaziah and that consequently Isaiahv:wa:s' a'' c'otisin 
·, .• '·. ~: '· ',_ '' :' ~· ·; "t f ,· ',. . ' .. , _.. : ' ·'. •, ' .• - ···:·. '•, :-' •• .. :·~ ,_4 •. ,.:j.!! .. -.:._·.;·.>;;!:" . 
This· is f~w mere speculation ana· riot based ·upon fact. '' · It'"is· 
. ··~· . ' 
.. ·· ,~, 'I,. -.• "' .. r _,, ,.,. • ,.1 •. ... ~r-·;:., . · .·. · ., .. ---· -~:-. ... > ,-·.1_-> 1• ~-.~t~ likely" ·that Amoz was of the influential rich class, well aaqilanted with 
. ~ 
··' :_·_, _·, r ' ·,·f ·~-~ .. ,, ' .'_!1~-· • ·, .~·"',',- ) .', .('", ,·'. ·: 'i,. f:"' '. "• ~-,,· ]1•·!"';"'·.''::.1\;('· 
··at court, and an influential 'persori in the nations affairs';:·" Thus he 
. ·' ' ' • . ' ' ' ' : • ' ' ; -: ~ . ~. ,_ . ' ' ·' ' •• ' ' .,, • I :, ' !, ' ' -~ : • ',. .. ' ( "• .• _.· ·t F" 'j; . . r',." , 
able to give to Isaiah a fine'educat-ion from the best of teachersarid to 
. . 
.. ,_., ·. . . •:·, ,. ·:,.· >'-·, ~, .... ~. ·. .-·· ,; ! ,_,,~_-.. ;· ··1•,::{1 ,>t··r··'i'f_r: 
him into· the court life· of a· prosperous nation. · The orily thing 
"'is that :he was well edti.c'B.t~a:: a~d Wluentiaf~ 
"!, ', '\_,.;, 
We also blow that he ~arrfed' and'had· tw~hildren~ .· The names"'~i'th~in· -~ .. 
"significant·~' ·. His own n~~ means nThe ·salvation of.' the: Lord11 'ana 'it: was 
' • ' I i ' •• ·'· , • 11 ·, • ,',: i '. , ' 1 1' . ' , ' 1' ', ~: t' •• ~. -.;\,: ._, \ _;·'t ' 
of this ·that .he was a· sign ·and wonder in.· Israel' from the'· LO:rd of 
l c 
• Gray, G. ·B.; A Critical· Introduction to the Old Testament; Pp. l81 ff 
• Isaiah 1:1. . . , 
: Skinner;. Ex !:osition Blblej px:icil' · · ','',.''/ 
' 
'' 
... '· . 
. ,' .. ~ ' '. 
"hosts:n. He'refers to his'<wi.fe 'a's'1the' pr'ophe·t'ess;~n. s'ignifymg' 
• • ' • ,_ • 1., ~:: .. •• ~ ' ~· :- f'l ~"'~'-. _· ' • :~ . '." ' : '' ·~ ~ • ' ' . ~ ~ ' . "' ' ••• . • '/''I 
had the ;gift ofprophecy; ·and':was of this' noble :g'roup~~;·:·liis··:eide'st'·scm wa.'s 
•.. : ... ·,_ .. · :.,_· ..... ;· .• · .:·. :. :.· • '\ :,, ... c, ..• .. ;·1, i· 1 ," ·' .• ~ • -..,_ •. ·~i"'--~: .. ~-r- ;1· 
named 'Shear-jashub -which means, "a remnant shall ·return." Later Maher.;;(" 
shal~l-h~sa-baz, ."spoil;s\viftly~ 'ro't{'qUickly" was ·born. to Isaia!l'sa:id>'that.'' 
~ . l > 
. f~ther~::·~rid.. my mother; the riches .. of na:mascus and the spoil of Samaria 
b~ tak~rl away before the kingof Assyria." 
.-! • ~ j •• ' : - , 
~.Prosperity· of.· Judah. 
'• ,· :I:sai.ah was probably b~rn' and; lived the 'major pa;t 'or his l.ire<iit, 
Jerus~lem.·: His ministry dates froril 740 B.c.,; the year of King .'ijz~ianti~/ · 
~. • ,.. , , 'l •. .' (' ~ . l • • .. , r' , .. . , . . . ·. , -, " . .' . -· . , ( ; :·· • ·'. ' ,• ~.. .,: . ,-· I death, to ·at least 7ol B.c., the year of SennacheribJs attacld:on Jerusalem •• 
. . '· -
. ' ' . . . ~ 
. : . ' ·. ~. • . . . : ' , , ,' :· , ' ; ' I .' '· • ;, . ·~ . ,..., ~ ·. : . ' . ' 
His youth was spent .til the prosperity that surrounded the glorious'' King Uzz 
. 
11He had developed ·.the "military resOurces of his ld.rigdo~ h~ condueted : s~c;: 
j • ' ' 
,, , . . . . . ·'· ·. ... . • • . '· . ~ .. -~ •.. • . .. .t •. , •• , ·r· ~ ~ ~ , 
cessfulwars a@.ins:t'the Philistines ahd.Arabians; and hereceived'tokens" 
' 5. ' 
j' c . : •' ., I' ' ', ' . ' ' ' , • ' • . . . ' . . ' • '~ ' • '• " ' _, .'. > ' ' ~ '< ·.·• '., 
of homage from the more distant Ammonite.s. 11 - Egypt was in a period·of' 
depression and ·~fferedlno. thr~at .. from >the south while 'on 'the nor~li:'tlie ' 
. . ' 
• • • ' r; '' ' ' ~ ' "' ' . • . • . .. " • . ' '. ' ' ~ . ');' "·' '-),._._ :.,;, '•' J 
storm.:..clouds were merely rising in the form of Assyria.· Amid the·se Sur;.;. 
. roundings and with .peace from 'the·' Isralites"\ iii the north Uzziab' was~~ple 
' . ., ... . ... \' 
( ' " . 
to wcld ·Judah into a powe~ful nd.ti~ ~ "Agriculture was ;encouraged ·and • 
. ...... . ' 
comme~ce wa~ fostered. by . the facilities arisitlg 'from the pos'session 'of 
. ' . ,, ; '·' . . . . ~· .. · ,, ,· ' " . . . ., .. ' .; .,\.... ~ ""',; ' ·t > 
the:'port'of·Elath on the Red Sea.; 'Blit~.~- •• ~.prosperity brought irice~f~i 
. train~ ·' .r~~ :increase of wealth and of · mili. tati strength .ha,d. pro~uc.ed. Jir, 
' 
~ens~ of' security; the inc.lination 'to idolatcy was fostered by rri~~igD.' :i 
trade-, which led to· the· introduction or. foreign· supe~s-tHtious; :~tiii~~s 
S,; :Hastings; the Greater Men 'an~ women of the Biblej V6i IVj Pl7'5. 
' ( ·... ... .. ~ ,' " . ' 
, I l• 
'!! .. 
.. 
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was common;· and a spirit,.of skepticism and a confusion of .moral-distinctions \ . 6. .~ . . ' ,. ' ' ''t"• 't ,w.,' "~ 
p_enetrated society."- The .people' we~e drUnk with,pr~sperity ~nd._pe~ei-, and. 
~de·· of th~ir :worship :O.f Jehovah a; mere.1·pretense. ·This .'must~. mive':.:seemed. 
• . . . . } . . . .. • •• • . .. . 7' 
. / 
'abominable:_to 'the youns\tsaiah who revolted against it_~ :,1ie':mus(·~~eiy·:;·have 
bee11 familiar with the prophetic messag~s qf._Amos ~nd.,Ho~_a ,who d~ho~ce.d 
: 7 . . ' ' 
' - • • • • : • ~- ' • • • • ., ' .. "< • 
theeeself.;.same vices in.northernlisrael. I:, •, 
His Call:. " ' : ~ . ) ' 
· , .'Isaiah says that he was called to prophesy in the. year that King Uzziah 
8. 
·died~." ;wi,th the .rumbliilgsof .. trouble, in Samaria. the far-seeing :Isaiah ,_couldl 
readily understand what might be :Judah's fate upon the.death. of the::~ise and 
experienced. Uzziah • .. The . people. would --be :restless, and .. troubled. :; lMost ··~any-
. thing might happen.; 'Being· just out of. his teens ~d still. in an:1~asil~~1_, :·. 
impressed period·of;life Isaiah.was probably greatly tDoubled by,.the ~g's 
. death :and, being: a student, probably ;;dit~t~,.. great. dea~ upon,,tl1¢:<.futur~ 
of his country~ .It .. was during one of. these meditations that ·he 'sud.aenly · 
. '• ' ~ . " ·., . . 
.
11saw·the Lord sitting up_on a throne:, high and lifted:up.~' , A· seraphim t.~. 
' ~r.· ~ 
' ' . . \ ,;~.:~;>; w 
touched.his .. lips.with a·.live coal~ ·his.sihs were.takeriaway:and he 90n-::-:,'\: 
sequently volunteered .his. services to-· God. when He asked whom. He should, send 
9. ~ ' 
unto.: His people. He was. them givE:)n .his commission and instruction~.~:· 
I . . 
·' t.: :', , . The call. of Isaiah is to me a close parallel ~:t;b that of any man today. \ 
He s~w the. p~evalence and the. seriousness .of the abuses. iri .hit· il~.i .. ~~:::they 
compelled him to undertake .the work of religious. and soci8.1 reform ••. <:H~i.: . 
kne~ thata·continuance ~f them could.rouse .the resentment of .a.;holY: ... ~n4. 
~ighteous. GocJ.: •... Not gnly t~e,se t?.~~ .. but also a realization that he 
6. Hastings; ·The ;Gre~ter Men ·a~J:·womem.of the Bible; Vol IV; ,pl75 
7. Amos 5:16; 7:17;: 8:6 Hosia 9:15 
8. Isaiah 6:1. 
19: ·, 
" \," * 
. ' 
·• 
.·•> 
. was: pS.rticuJ.arijj fitted by educ~tion, ·.position; prestige, 
to ·change status quo ~eried. ·as his ·cali: 'lie :~as: caii~d t~i ~il:C ~'::-n~~4 or 
which' he tlas; conscious~·· "The1:accoUnt,. hf;this·~cali~ .. futerp~eti.ng':·l-t::~a~···a 
. \~ literacy' f~rifi ~xp~~ssing p~ychologieai. exped.ences; gi~~s 'tne':·1ciiu~e~ ;':trlC)ti' 
''(' 
.. 
. . , 
.. 
'. . : FurPOS_e; ,_~ha~uccess of his pr~phetic. mls.sion~=. ·:They; ·weX:~ ~ (l) the -f~aliza-·· 
tion: or thX. e:O.ri · ~hn¥iti~n~ or: his' tilDe, : c1~arif v:ts~ble to~- observat!~n; · • · 
(2) th~ reccignit'ion 'of the lll:oral demands of: Jehovah, express~d':Gi. the'':term 
' . . . . 
.· peculiat· to' IsaLul, ·the 'Holii>.~ss: 'of -Jehovah·;' (5). a :con.scioushess:. thkt he •· 
sh01.iid oe ax{'instrument of·G~d--to ·stem the 'tide o£ evil and ''b:ring.'about ·· 
- . ) . . ... 
better conditions; and, ( 4) . a realiz'ation of the difficulty and' as'' 'exper• 
ience ta~ht·, of the practicaJ.bpossibi1ity ,of the task of bringing about 
1 
..• ,, .. · 10 
' . " . 
a permanent reformation Until the 'nati:on ha.d le~riJ.ed 'its lesson'by exile. II 
.~ . ~ 
"In the experience (1) he· gained a perception of 'the ultiniate' fssues',.or · · 
Jehovah's' dealltlgs .with the natlon,'(2) he 'saw.the maje'sty'andiholitless ~f 
Jehovail, 'and (5) he beca~e c'onscious 'or a life~lolig, gloolny;i di.sc~uraging 
mission·. · The visiori of the .UJ.t:tmate end in' vfew h'Owever, enablecl"hilli to· 
' ;,._ . .11. 
face the dark and· threatening future with ;confidence and hope'·~u.:>i,> He began 
a social and religious revivai "to the pursUit 'rir which :he devotecFwith · ,, 
' ' ' . . . " ' ''' ' 12. 
singlen,eSS ·of heart all hiS energieS and talentS . throughout•:a, long. life • II 
His Earir Ministq · 
\: ·He began his work aroid ·the most. trying circumstances •. ·.··· The·:tem:Per · 
and conduct ·Of the People has berm me'ntioned above.·. The old~ beloved kirig 
Uzziah was dead and a new regime was in power. Egypt in the~~outh Wa.s in 
9 •. Isaiah .&j 1-15. -. ........ . 
10 •. Peritz; Old Testament History; Pp 186-187 
ll.Skinner; Expositon Bible; Pp •• xx111-xxlv. · 
12. Wade; Westminister Commentary; p xm 
20.• 
; : 
';• 
\ r 
and.~stronger .under'the influence of Tiglathpileser III. The small, indepen 
. ' ... -,;·p' .. 
ent kingdom~ 13;urrounding Judah were continually at odds and ready:.to fly 
't) B:t. e~ch . others' throats •. •.· .. This. ,aniJnositY, was. to cause. their, downfall sin,ce . 
it later enabled Assyria to step in and p)..under each of them one by· one. ; . 
' " ,I \ ' ' •• ·- ; ' . . . ' .. . ' ' • • . . ,. ~·· 
....... , 
T}le, first ,,period. ~f: IsaiaJ1~s mJ.ni~try, w,ctended from his, call.in 740 B.C: 1 to 
the .'peginning or the .reign<of Ahaz, the, second .from the beginning of the .. :· 
. .' ' . ',' ' ': . ' 
reign· ~r Ahaz to 7~5 B,.c., or .the period of; the Syro-Ephraimitic irivasion · 
' 
and: the third period from. 735, B.C.: to ,701 B.C., the date of. the deliverance 
'. . 15. . . 
of Jerusalem. ( . 
~- ' 
~ Reign of Jotham. 
14 • 
... F!)llowing ,.the death of Uzziah, Jiltb.am ascended the throne. He is 
""' "' (• ,·,,. . 
'not cha~ged1.with,:.degeneracy· in his later days but his religious conv~ctions 
!fer~ t~~~eb;!e ~cio,,mak~·.him a reformer of the prevailing corru~:tions. ·He. 
inherite!i Uzziah 1.s talei1t. for. material improvements and built. strong 
casties and to~ere in many. places,to fortify .the cities. The. rich class, 
grew m!)re powerful however, and, "t,he poor people were in a terrible state •.. 
·'They could get no justice in the cour.ts of the land, their land was stolen 
'<] ;.-: •• • •·'·' '•·. ,. .,.. <·" . 
f.;rom. them,·: a.n.l . they, 'Vf~re:, sold·. ·.into t f)lB;very:. and , their women and children 
were ,traded. about. a.ii·· chattel. pr,operty.: :. Isaiah, with. a :strong ethical note 
even,.in his .. ~arlie~t sermons,,preach,ed,feryently against the prevailing,. 
-lamentable state of morals. and religion-. In one of .his wars Jotham was 
able 'to,exterid his kingdom and to conquer.:the Ammonites·but' Israel and 
SYfia,. fealous of his wealth, .. began, to conspire against him. Before the 
15. Rogers, R. w., Abingdon Bible Commentary; p637 
14.:. 7407 755. B.C. 
'; -~ 
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I ~' 
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I, 
-·~-~· 
,. 
,,·' 
conspiracy 6'amei to a head, Ahaz • ascended the throne. 
Tlle'- Reign ;o£ !Aha.z·.:· ...•. 
- ---
, .. ,~.,·;· '•'~. "· •• - .. ·'1(1· .. :;. ~·-·-···· ,'.' ~-¥·,, · .. , ...... -. ;--~·· ~· ,·., .. , ., .• ;:,_, '. 
· l:ii.In the,mora+:·darkness de(epened,: open apostasy was· the order of the day; 
••. 1.,• •\'• . 
·Btiaf ·~orshlp became' pvevalerit.; : Thei:Edomites and PhllistiD.es· began: 't.o···annoy 
). .,; .., ., ; ~ 
w_m:, !and Reiih'i''ki.ng:;6r th·q,.rmzm.~;toge.ther ~ith' Peka.li; 'king,. of Israel;.· 
who' had conspired 'agaiilstY·Jotha~,: :now began·:t,c, :invade G'udah~ ·'. The' heart of 
. ·.Aha~: "tre~!Jled,:' aria~ the "heart~ of his people,as' the\trees :'or the: forest moved 
16. . .· .. . . . . . . ·. . . ·. ·' 
with' the:wfud•"'' L:.~''The' only' logical thiiig which apP9ared to ·Ahhz to do was 
... . ' ... . ,. . 
td·&ppeali:tothe 'strongiissyr.ia. for·:aid~ :;He and· his' kdvfsers :cbncluded''' 
that '-this'· was' t:ha··:onzy 'coUrse;· theW· would save J'udah. · J' ... >. :_<,: · .. ; F 
Faith· 'iri ·Jeliovah :· .,,· 
.To Isaiali' ·such-a.·course was madness. It would not only give Assyria a 
I, ' • . ' . ' ,, ~-. ~ ~-1 . ~ :, ·: ••• • •.• • f .! '' •. ! .: ' . ' . '. ' } '. . . ~~ . ~ ; ' '' 
. foothold' m· Damascus and Israel but'·J.t· would create a drain' for the wealth 
ofc~iudah.; They'wdUl.d' become mere :VS:ssals to'· •Assyria. ·· ci>nseqtieritly he went 
\ 
'if . ' ... ' ,r. ' ~ -~ • r • '," •• .'· • •" i"' ' ' : ' r : ' . '• : '"• ' . ' ~. ' ' . : • • .. ' . ' . •:, •' • : r ' 
to'·Ahaz and· advJ.sed ·him 'against such a course~· He told him· to have no fear 
oi: ReZin and PekaiF 'ith'osef_wo tans: oi 'sm~ki.ng' if.I..ebrancisi" but 't'o plliber lii's. 
trust;iiri JehoVah~; In'the' cllmwc;:of irl.s·~pl~a Is~hh htteredlone of 'tl1~/::!L 
.. -. ·.. ..... i '. ~ ··, ., ' '., ' . ' -II . • • "1" ' .~ "II '." ' " .... •• ·- •• "· .'_ _.~ •· ' ' " ... ." •. - ·: ~, • '·' •• :' '. • ·"' ' ' great··sentences'of all·literature."If ye will·not'believe, surelyye shall 
..... 1.;. . . .. 17;~. ·, ... '. ·.• .. , .:.,. ~ .·..... ,' . ; ., " .:•: .. ,· ... 
not'·be established." •·- ·Ahaz refused· not only this plea but also the 'offer 
or•1sa'iah'for' a ·~~;from: Jeho:Y:ah. ·isaiah,; iii" d-es:Perat:Lcin,· ·set' u~·~·· ·~at: i 
: . . ,., ' ' ,'' \ ••. '• :'". ' .• "' '_ • ..• i.. : . .. 'i '. " . ... ,• ·" ., .• '.' .. ·.- ,' .'·., .: 
tablet upon ·which was iD.scribed the words "Ma.her-shalal-hasb..:.baz" which .. \ 
·mearis "haste :spoil; sl>eed b~oty•":·T'om~ke the'four:word sermon·inore re-
alistic and .JEsting·-he. gave --them as- a name to his second son, that was born 
... ' ·"' 
1s~ 735-720 :8-.c~·: 
i6··Isiliah 7:2.• • ·.::. 
1i: Isaiah 7:9b~··, 
. .. i, 
~) 
'. ~' 
-.. 
• ,:;~~~~17~,~~~~~}~.~\· ' 
~ ,, ;!ill!. Appeal of Ahaz 
' i\J,\.,t ~· ·<"' \ . ·ll< '>,J .,,, '' ~' ' ' .. 
. . 
' ~ . '. 
T~~ ~~vice .. pf::.,.~~-~iah. wa~. not ,accepte~. h~wever, anci ~~.z ~p~aled. to .. 
:;, ~'~'-'/ !'''·"·~·· .·~1 •· ""'·"·"' ..1,1. ''·· ,:c, .~' ~-, :,,,, ..• , .. ~ ·--· · ..• '· .,. '• ·····\-. ···1 ",t ·~ •• 
:'ti':·~;~~.t~~~~~·~ez:. ~~:~·· ~Rf. 1.~~~:~~~9~ ~~; .. pro~~P-~ rec1~8iv:d· •. ,~~~a~~ was. inV.aded : ' • • • •• 0 
.).n, ~54,liB.~C~., ,~.ome .caP:{;~~':~ ,were.,.ta~e!f. at ,}iaphtali. ~Damascus was captured r;· ("'· "'? ~··'' t, .... ''./ •., ., ,.. .•',J ,l •h k 19 ~ >' >"o ,l, ,,,..,,_ ""·,.,, ..... , •"'·"!• >• .,. • ., .l ,.,1 I, ,, , ._, l. ,, I• ,, , ,, ~ •"• 1, o, " , '· ~ , '''" ~ 
and,Rez~1 sl:a~~ .. /"Pl:~ e~~e<?.~.:w~s .. ~ediate.Rezin and I'ekah had approache 
l.c' ,·,,.,.;,..,~'i•I',·'·'•J;,.,,~~''''' ~ •""1 >'>,~.,,;., ,/f.,j,l•.~ ~ .. ··,•.;,;,•,,'~".:."· ' • • ,. ' I "•' .' ,t~•,. ' ~., • .-.,. ' < 
· ··Jerusalem but were comwlled. by this .move of TiglatbJpileser .,to withdraw •. ,. 
:: }ft'r :n ~: :;•;,',~ '~>li~' }:' 1!1 ' : ,:. ( 1 •;,;. '~,:.;•:: '' Li~:_;:,J.'·~~~-· .... 'r.;"IJ, '' ~-, ;,',\,' ~. .'' .) ' ·'·· ,\ '~I }. ' : :·: ; :; ·, ,· ·: ; ;_ • '' '".,·. ,.': •\• '•! "• ' ' ",. ; ;< 
>"·Judah was saved .,but at .fearful cost. Ahaz .went off to Damascus to pay . 
.,\·:•1;,/'" ,,., 1:<' ~ j." ,. ', ,' ,;.c .. · ... :•. (,.\,::_",,} :l,t,·.·,;;t_, 0_.'· ;,..;': ;,: I~,.,';.! .:-., o ', _,,_ , '~- ,';··~·. ;• 't :,: f ,· ~· ,'. ~.< h" ?;''d 
}' .... P~~age t,9,hi.s.d~liyer.e~,;·"ai1d,Jpdah,~s w~11,.as .Israel had by .. this short-.. 
~·\! '"".·~~,r~,.~ .. .~,, .. ~- ..... ~ ... ,~,•··~·"'·•::L-·-.-' ·,., .,,;.t.··..:~.··•"' ·••s., ,. ,, .,.,,., __ ,,·- -~--\. 1 l • • '"·'· - ... J.,..,. '"., · ·,,. ··' ~-
r:,;~,~.~~~~~.~~.~~~y;, ~F.:~~e1,fP:d.~~ .been J>lacedln:a .pos~t~on: o~.:~~~.elage .. t~ 
. ' ' . ' . ' ~ . ~ 
~the great king from the Tigris Valley •••••• Hencef'orth .. Judah had to J:!l.Y .. 
Gt ::;t_ C ... :!,~:~·< . .:n·.:~- t;' -~-~:-~:. , .. ~-~ \.:: '":J,·--~_.- .... -~·: .. i.,/· ;'!.~-· :. •·. •• ;.,';.r· ;···~~ h ::. 2o.· .: .. ·... · : .. . :,.· ... -' .. ·.. :,_. 
:';~·k~ea,.~ .1~~~ ;:t:r:+:~~~~1"•;,~~ the. ~s~~ria~:;~v:~r~prd. ": ... ·.• ;· . :·: .· 
::·.~he,_ B~t~ of~::Ch~~h ; .,. '}, .: ') ;·,.. , .... / .. .. :·:·1 •• 
,.,, ~ ., . Ahtiz' allied himself with the mightiest Empire of the ~ge, and thus., 
.. ~.·i·l~.-J.r;:·.::·;~:~;.~.~:~·· {f; ~!· ,_·:.! ·:;, :,, ~/;.~·.<·:;;;· .. : .~ ,_:,.,~· ,,' L'.~ .. ' .. , ..• /.~' .. Lv.o'.·, ;·., .i r·'· • .. • • .. 
;,~~sealed.,the .fate of hi's enemies. But .the price was the freedom of ,his. 1:.'/~/. k··.·~· h·ii~.:· ... ;_.!u.•·l·: .. , e ... l··'· ! ... ). .-.l.~~·,;';.i,,l•.'! ·.:~·.:'-21'~·, i' ',' ·,,,,il"'. ·t'·J'I' . ~: .• ~!f-, :'· ~·: 
·~:~~ountry a~d :the ~~tY, .. ofits,t'ait~., ,Bec;ause of t.his,; ,and because his . 
,.;j,~'":"" ~ .... ,,~ ~ "1~ •• ;.!,~, ~ ...... ;~·· ..... ·'"•t:-:.X,_,,.k ..... J A 0 ,;.._ ~ ••• f .~ ' J 0 •: 0 °0 ; .. 0 1 ... Oo OO -~ 
.~: .. ~liy.i~~(~~ been ~o ,r¢tUy, pushed aside,Isaiah felt that his pub1.ic service· 
"~..:..."'~~-~.~ .• t:-·:.-:~~~~,f>~;~:;:;,;.·~ .. ~-,~·-\· :~' .. ~--~;·/,.,.~;;2_~~- ' • ., .. 
was .at ·.an end. Consequently .he withdrew .. from: all direct .efforts. to reach 
.·· ~ ti•· .. ~ ~.;~;.~:"· J,h,.'< :.~:.~ j ,. ... •• ,:~~:,;...,,., .;~<.::·:,::.,; .. ,... .·.·.~:, , .. _"<~~-'·-~). i.~•"'' :,,', •·· .. ~ .• '; ·.·: .... ~,.<·. ·,' ·,·· •. ~\\ , :· ,; .• _ 
n~~~,~Jhg~p~ 1 pe~pl~ .. ,~?: Imide .~ .. most .sign!:ric~)lt .move., .,He began to prea,ch tf-·li·~· .~, ... ,...,.I'' ~ .. ·;. ••.• #" .,·~···.~ •• ,.,_.,. ••. ,.., ~ .... , ... , •:' ~- ... '• .... "'--..:~··' ., ••• .. _:,· ·'· "' ~ '· ... •• '• ' ' ·.• '· . 1,,.. ··, •. ,,., : .. 
,,:,~d ,,te'7.ch,9.~ly a ,sm~i.,~~nd .}?f his ;discip;tes. w~o had with~r~wn .. ,wit~ him 
'f_,J>i,,"" .-~ ~'"""'"~ ,. .... , 11 .,t • .;,1',:,.. .. / J'","''th,1.,,.1~ '·. · , .. 1 .•.• ,., .,, . ~ . ~ •. ,.,.. , ~·,' , . ,.,,. , , , 
~,,~n~q·· .P?;"i;v~cy:,~· ·:-'';Bind,~hou.~p·.t~e ~~st,imony,seal. the .. law~among my c:Iisciples, 
,):,, •• ··:·· ... ,& ...... ~~·· ...... H ···'ll> .. ' ..... ·'. A. I ;:. ;· .••. :._;· ~ ' . .;. ·:···· ,_,' • ,,. • . .' ,_· >'• ' •• ,. ,. ,. '· ·, "' ·... -.... • ·' < ·,. 22 • 
. :.And. I. shall ,wait for Jehovah Ualhf.deth his face from the house of Jacob. 11 :';-,.!..H.,.~··::.· ·~.::.:J : .... L 'r,'·~.· ~~- : ... ,.~·; :: .... :~1- ~.;~c.:"::·\~ ... ~ .. ;., ·' ,·_ '· ,.~·:~· :.· .. _'f 1 ·_, ~.·/'·.:.) : •• :' ,.1., ; ~ .. • 
1"1, I~ .was.,~· m,ost, lJtlUSUB;t xpoy'~. bec.uase .. }'.unt~l .then ·no . one .~d dreamed .. of, ~ ; 
),.> •' ;1. · ~. ,., .... ~·,," .. , ···r .. ' ~dl·.:. _,-,, • ·...;.;~ ··-'•. ,; ·:' ~··-, . • , ·,1, •'.;.." : .'~•· ,, "! .. , ,.~. "' 
'J 
. la:·rr·Kfngs l!,z~ 
·~·19 ... ·II·Kings· 16:9 , ... , " ......... - .. 
:c· .. ~o ~Rog~rs, R. ·w. ;. Abf.t:tgdon Bible Cornrnentary; P.635 .• 
~<:.21·:;,9k~tt~~L.Oambridge::B,ible; P.61 ., ·· ·. ' ·" · 
~·:22:. Isa'iah 8:16-18' u ... , · ·,\ ' ·i · 
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· ..• "" 
fellowship of faith dissociated from all national forms,·mainta.l.ned without 
the exercise of ritual services, bound together by faith ~ the Divine word 
alone.·· It wa's the birth of a new era in the Old Testament religion, for it 
G.,• was the birth of the conceptj,.on :of the Church, the first step in the ~~an-· 
cip,a.ticn of spiritual religion f~om th~.forms of political life-a: step n6t' 
less significant that· all its conseq~ences were not· seen: till. c~nturies h~d:l '. 
(t 
• • • ,J" •• " • •• ,,.·. 
P.S-fised away. · The community of true religion and the political community of 
Israel had never before been separated even ill thought; _now they st~od' side·' 
by side: conscious of their m~tual antagonism,· and· never agaiil rilly t~~ fall 
back. into their old identity.~5 • It mtiY wel~ be that thisl the f~s:t semblan 
of a church, 'which is so vaguely fudicated~ represents th~ most Wl~~nti~J.'' 
phase of Isaiah Is activity. "Tlie history ~f religtons shows th~t th~. most' 
enduring of all spiritual influences. are those communicated t~ough the 'clos 
' . ' ... ,, 2 • 
fellOWShip Of a great perSOnality With t\ limited numbtU~ Of SUSCeptible mmdS II 
Whether we attach much or little significance to this move of Isaiah's it 
has giv~n t~() us the' origin of our ch~ch fu its present form~ 
ReaRpearance ~ Isaiah 
.· We do. not hear from Isaiah again until 720 whe~ Hezekiah ascended . the .·~ .. 
throne~ :!Il the meantime the great Tiglathp.ileser III hadidiediand ~lman~ 
eser V had taken his p;lace. He was not the equal of his predecess-or and 
rebellions broke out in many parts of the &tpire ~- ·Egypt was split up · ttUritil 
the~e was at least an independent lord or petty king in every.:city of the · 
' ~. 
Delta l:LJ).d up.the river as far as Hermopolis.n They would come under the 
*authority . . ,_ .. . 
power Of: e.;uentral.~"'c:' every feW years, however, and incite the S~ller 
25. Smith, W. R.; The Pro~ets of Israel; Pp. 274£. 
24. Skinner; Cambridge Bible; px:xxi 
25 Breasted; A History of Egypt; pp5&~ 
{ 
. ·c., 
• 
~:;dom~,in western Asia to revolt in order t}lat Assyria migh~,be ke,p~,busy. 
there. 
Israel's Destruction~ .. ' 
Ho~e& was placed upon the throne in Samaria in 755 as. a vas~al, _or 
Assyria. He yielded to the temptation of Egypt and entered into negotiations 
.th.· . · ... ·. . , .. 
. . . l \.. 
So.. . Sl:iB.lmaneser moved against him when he refused the annual tribute and af 
' . . ' . . . 
conquering Israel he besieged the .city of ,Samar~. It held out· against him 
' ' ,,, . ·. . . \ '· , ' .. .. .. . 
for three years but finally surrendered to Sarg~m, succ·essor to Shalm~n~ser,· 
, '. ' ' . ',, . . '. ,.. . . ,, ' ,' ... 
who had died in the hour of his triumph." The,people:of Israel were carried 
' ' ·' . 26 
captive and the Ten Tribes were assimilated intO·J the ·.Assyrian 'Empire. 
i'• ,, •· ,' . ' '•' . . ' '•' h ;,. "'· '' • ' ,!_, 
·;Sargon, ,one of the: greatest~ssyrian Kings, and a ,man of. ro:z:~~ and .char.:..· -~-. · 
acte~,came west to put do~n the revolts.of the many smaller kingdoms. The 
. - . . . 27 . 
whole of Syria fe~, Ashdod:was _captured in.·711 B.O:~, and the c~mbined 
armies of the revolting nations,.includ~g Egypt,w~re defeated at:Rapjlia. 
Throughout'all ~his warfare Judah had wisely remained-an Assyrian vassal or 
• • • ,. •••• • ' • "" ': • • .'. ' '.· ., 1 ,, ' 
she wo.uld have shared the fate of. her sister .nation, ~srael. 
Isaiah The Political Advisor 
. ~ing this time Isaiah had enjoyed .added dfistincti~n and ;recognition •• 
Hezekiah was young, earnest, .promising,,. and friendly ·'to· Isaiah. He ·was made ·. 
privy:=-counsellor·to the king and became a.trusted·arid.very important factor 
' ·' ,. • ' .I ~· ' '' ' ' ''- , • ' ' ' ,. 
in the life of .the nation. .Wlien Ashdod revolted against Assyria in 711, 
,_ ,, . I ' '' ' : 
Jud~h had bee~ a~ke_d to loin the ~ll.iance .. and had almost yielded to the temp-
, . '· ,, ' ''· ' ,. ·. ' . 
tatlon but Isaiah stood out boldly aga:l.nst it •. He walk~d the street's of 
• • " ,. ' ' I ., . ,' ' • ' 
Jerusalem for three years clad in the ~rb0or a captive. He preached with 
26. II Kings 17:5-6. 
27. Isaiah 20:1 • 
,. . •.; ~ . 
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F=======~======~======================~~~==~======~~~-=====~· 
his.whole heart .for.loyalty to Assyria.1>~He knew:.that.~.·theAssiriB.n fo~i:a~e·re · 1 
-
too strong .for the. small kingdoms. in western.- Asia· ~ria~·that>eve~ EgyPt'\co'lll.d: 
. . .. ~ ;<j} 
not add. enough strength to ,successfully:. oppose Assyria~t,l!His~ c~ampaign ,-wii-~1' ·~·:·, · .... 
successful• and· judab remained neutral- as:· Ass~ia· illvaded~ ahcffe~~Pturedl.>her\• 
revolting :P!ovin~es. with. ease~' · 
Sennacherio .Qt-- Assyria .. ·. ', '···· ;·,, 
. ' . 
· Whene',Sennacb~rib :~.~~cended. the throne ·or·· Assyria. ii1·:.705'• B.Cl-·it:.wa.~·:. ;~·.> 
again the signal ·for .widespread. revolt; He ... inherited}--9.~-vai:rb·: empfre, ·but·:· 
many·: perple~ities . and dan@rs: came withiit'• .. Merodach:;.;.BS.ia<irui: ha.a:- s·eized.·i:. ~~-
the throne . of. Babylon-. and thus encouraged.·. the:: otlier:.kingd.oms to :revoltJ 
. . . 
Sennacherib .Wa.s detained ... .in; the east·~: so: he could .not ··come to settle the 
revolts· in the westlands_. :.;:The_ people of Judah, unwilling to pay: the annual 
tribute_ :td. Assyria' .. urged Hezekiah to revolt~· ·~ 
·: .. Isaiah saw clearly the· st.ate of affairs• andidid-'all' in his;:·power~toh•ll. 
f..el? 'keep -the nation loyal :t·o Assyria,_r,.:He·kn~w that:-Egypt was:·engaged i!l:;:•r: 
civil war ·and :could not aid' the ·cause: because he i sa~d ~ c::·. '. 
_ "I will spur on Egypt against Egypt, and they shal.l fight, r.: 
EVery man against his brother and every man against his neighbor,·" · 
.. ' 28.. , . . 
City agains:t· city, and kingdom against kingdom.!' 
He also .lmew that Assyria was merely an :instrument 1in God's ·bands:' ':.::r, ~ 
· ·"Ho Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, · _: .. : --· : ... l·· r '· 
' . 29. 
The staff in whose hand 'is mirie lildigliation.n .· ·'-·· 
He explained to the pecple .that the. imrri6ral:Assyrian was· iCmeans•God'was··. 
28~ Isaiah 19!2. 
29.- Isaiah 16:5. 
' ' 
;·:'! < n!saiah':·~emai.Iied fil-m ·iii h.is·WS:rnil'lgs··to leave everything': ihethe ,hands 
' . )\:·~ ·f·:',•J\'\, ·::_,r./~··•.1-·"' ', •(f:~~·. "'"·.'"j"• /"fc,'~·'.'l··~·. J'';,' 1 "'w ,:,~:,'It- • ,.,.'· ·. 1" 1 ·. ·~. .• 
of God~ 1 This· was "not: cowardice~' ·· OD.··the 'contrary, ' it ·was a sublime . cons-
' ciiodsnesE{h£·• str~ngtli~ . the''sentlintmt; of being,· ill: GOd's ha.Iid,;.of. being. safe ' 
·,' ' "· ... ':. ' ·' . .. . . 52• .... ,'· ' . . . ' ' 
'and protected' by:' hizil'~ it; ;::tifis'" preB:cning-"was all.:t'o no avail. however;. and .. by 
· 'fiatt~rhfl' the· king{'the:people'of'~h~:EgyptiJin: party ·in-~the· court).:, pUr~):· 
: .. , 
~·-.s~deei• hi.Jri: to'revolt:~ :··Judah,) ·Egy.Pt'l° Chaldea·,·: and Palest~~. formed a league 
- . 
,. '· . . ... , ~' ~ . ' ' ' 
:, ;a·gS:~st• · seM'a'cilerib1• The people of Ekron· seized their king. and handed hirm: · · 
' ·~ 
'. 
···,,. ··· IIi 7ol·B.c·~ simnaclierib;Wtis''able"'t'd mar~h 'upon the revolting na.tions •.. · 
sid.ori ,;~·~ ;:eaelly;captured ;and:··a.~ once''many'~of 'the.smaller states left ·.the'; 
;:.:~o~llti.o'n and· pledged- 'their' loyalty; once.uaor~to' Assyrla. • Among th~se were 
,.;f>.;,,~·;:~· ,.~: .... ;,, ~~ .. : ·~I.·''·" ' .. ~ ' ' ·. ' ' ' • 
"'AArviid;' Gebal;;A.sndodj ·Moab, Amnion,. and Edom ... : AE~hkelon was then taken, and 
· the. Egyptf~· a~ d~feated at Ettelf~h. ; Ekron ~s thus taken and~everely 
handled. . ' ' . ~ ... ~. ' :., ;., ~ . 'i ... ~· .; .) !,_•,, 
. ' .· ' ' . .. '!: ,, . . ., ... ; Sennacherib Before··Jer1lsalem'··;.;.·c ·: ,, 
Sennac:hei-ih th~~'lila:tched''up the; fertile valleys of Judah toward Jer-
·. ' ' :. " ~ " . ' 
. . / " . 
usaletn. 
.. ·forty-siX~ strong/'olHes," wit}{.~ds,. the smaller cities which were around 
., ., .. 
l' /:. ~ 
themwith~ut·. ntlkber~; .• ~·. ~'-: ~I besieged·· and'' captured. Two hundred thousand 
·:.one h~dred a.nd-fifty.men,.y~u~~old, male and female, horses, mules, 
... 
. '~· ' ' 
'':.50. :Isaiah 10:5-54 · •. ;:. ,., ~ .:: · · .
. 51_ Skinner; Cambridge ·Bible; p. vii • 
;, 
' .. ", 
~.s.sef;S,;!l~~~' fE?x~n.: and::l3heep.l~ithout number ! bro~out .£rom them ·and:. 
· .6.ouhted >.as .-bo6ti:·:.-.{¥ezek~h) :himself.} I ~shut' up lik~;:cag~d illlXd!'wi thin . !" 
·Jerusal~,- -~s royal.~ city~:-~ .:~:~.-B~side lhe: former ... taxes·, -~~id. yearly j ··I.,.,-. 
. . . 
addeci:the ,tribut~ and ;presents"o£nny,•dom.l.nio~, and .laid these upon• him~ 
. :is ::for.:Ji~zek.iah, ~;the r~~ of·:the .maje~t~: of .. my· d.oncl.n:ion overwhelinea· him: 
and.the '.Arab's, and ·good troops,;whom ;he had brought in to strengthen Jerri.sale , 
' . . . . 
His :,r~yal 'city;."deserted:With:thirty. talents -of gold -and .eight 'hundred tal:..; 
[ ~ . . ' " 
1 
ents.;of. sil.ver•~-·~•.he -despatched.:a::fter. II1e to Nineveh; ·my capitol city.~:··He · 
. 55 • 
. sen~ his ambassador ~.to .give ·tribute ;and. make .. submission.". '(· 
:The ·account :of ~this :bamPiign of. 701 ·-may. also •be found iri. II Kings ·18:15.;;;19:8 
Senna'cherib-was probabiy:iorced·.·to withdraw·from his siege of ·Je~s'alem. ·:.:.I 
.1 ••• 
· ~~~uae·1;of'i,news·fof~uprisiligi:Uin :other·· parts ·of his kingdom;; He 'had ·succeed~ .;; 
ed- ,in>humbl_d:ng•. pro~ .. Judah who :had · suf.t:~red .terribly by her. rev~lt~ "Isaiah 
v,fas not: .. ~·sl.C?:vf .in remindiilg, ~both ;king and· 'people of the±D .losses, in words 
tba.tbothmoan):andst:ing::' .. .:.:.t:··/:; -~:· _, . • ,::•:.-~. 
~Your J..and,'is a desolation';:: 
,·Your cities are- burned: with, ffre;~ ·•· 
·Your .. : tilled ,land before:. you,!.:,, 
~oreigner:s are, devouring it;~:-, 
And the·. daughter of· Zion.(Jeruaal~in') .is, lE!.ft ,.1,1 
·· ' · • ···r,~~~·) (~~-'·:J.'·h·"J~ ~.i~"y:,-.....,., 
.Like~ a, booth. in. a vineyard;··;:,;,, :,~~~< · ;·, 
,:A:sla·~odge in:S:: garden;of.cucumbers ; i 
54. . 
f:·•::Aa a 9ity: of,watch" · (Isaiah 1:7-:Sh 
( · 55'~,.A:t'ranslation:~of;~the Taylor Cylinder, col.iii, lines 1-41 
54. Rogers, R. w. A bingdon Bible Commentary; P. 655 
·' 
'' 
... 
( '•', 
.. I 
I'' 
' ~-
A Second Campa.ign-:--questionable., 
!f.~.e~cheriq,::~~~ ~~.s~:c'!n:d .. -~ampa:ig;ll:-ihto_ :the West against .Jer11f3alem, 
as::,:q· Kings..:>:;I-9, i,mpJ:~~s.i~:~t. ocpUJ:'ed ;,be~w:~en 6~8 and 682B.¢ ... _He probably;_~ 
' ' realiz~d ~the.! mapy military_ .. ·~dyantages.,_o£::.Jhe._city: and :retur11ed to_ .demS;nd. >,;, .. 
, •' ,, , 'I'" , ,, . ' I .,r , 
her ''~urrender.1~sisaiah; pz:ea,ched .. ;:str,~l}gly:._agains~. such .a .. course now •. :: .~~n 
' . - . •, ...... . ,,,. ' . ,,. 
~uda:h ,,ha~ :~een. a :vass.S:l,·;~of ... Assyria. .. h~; ht1d: .. p3::~aded _fo~ .:J.oya,;t:tr since; he, knew. 
' • • • • (<, .. • !, ' • .. • 
that ·was;tbe·,ollly-;pathrto,national,existence.·· :'When Judah bad .fulfilled her 
• j, '. ·'"' ,· h" • '" ., .~ .. >I 'h .... ·,"' •• ~---~·-·.-·· ·'""""'~. - ' ..... ~ .. ~ ~· •• -~ •• - \-,' ' - ., '•' .. '·· .. ::. ' -· .~. 
"obligations howev:er ; 1 :.~~d,"§ennac~eri\)_, .,~t.ill.delllB:lld_ed the . ~ur~ender,o~.: ~e:r:usa~ 
'··: 
~ ·~; t ,) '" lem 1 Isaiah.co~ see no reas?n for such a course •. It was now that his great 
; · doctrir,le,,o£: ·:faith,; born 'within him as an antipolitical doctrine, came forth 
" .....• ··~_·'·" i'''"''""'··...., • .., ............. ' ., ...... ~ ..... ~, .. ,~.. .. , '.~ ..• ~~'-· ' 
-. ,._ .•. -
j~ 
i' 
',· 
r t 
.: .· .· 
I :. 
I· . ·'
.· ...... , 
i , 
i 
in all.its ,power.: .. By;,his ,,01Jll:'.illt~ns.~ ~B:J;Des-t;ness, his, unfailing f'idelety~ 
and ':his_ 'l.Ulwearying;:ttntl:lusia~~;ll;e,.~.~ ;,a,ple,_ once agai;n ;to, sway.,a .n.ati~n-•: ~-~ .. ,. 
. ' / ~ ... 
the dal'k.day~ .... ~hen;ASsYJ;'i.a. tb.I'e,~~.en~d Jerusalem h~ was ab:l~ .by hi,s ~~ 
masterful' personality; t<?.< .. s-teS:w ~t~e 'jp9C)p~e ,,~d king -~ ;th~ir faith •. 
i:.l 'llbii,t greater·~ords" do.,,:we;:hS:v:e_;,tlw.n:thos~ of this.period? •.. 
. ., . . ' '• . ' . . . . ., '. . '; 
. t " 
.'·'~J.r~~:-"Therefor~hth\lsc~ait~ .~el:l~Y~.~co~c:e~ning .the king o~ Assyr~, 
:-,~::He shall·,.,not,:c~m~ 1.11n~.o;~~:l~~~: 0~ity1 nor shoot an arrow there, 
·::,:~t;;,, .. J;·,L' •. ~7·:t~-~_i~~.er,J~~-~~H--~f!e come before it with shield; 
" 
' ;. 
:.:;).?Nor cast ·up-~· mound~aga1J?.st:J~~- 1.•'• , , 
:'·: .. rBy,,the···W~Y:.;tpat -h~;;~ame,t~Y jhe s~e way .shall he return, 
._,.:,::::And·.he,.sbal.+::ru!,t :co~~~:~tC?:~·~~if city, ,.saith Je~ovah 
. . . . . . . 55. 
: ... ·;; . ::::·· For,.;!, .will, defend, this .. city to . save it." 
•• 4 . 1,.', " . . .''' {;• • ·~ ' "· ',, • • " . . . '. 
,,·1 
Heze!t~h:r~mained firm.::in: hi~ :refus~*·~to. slll'rende~, th~. city.; Following .. 
~.~~.S. .. -~~~.S,.~ a gz:~.~j? __ ~!:~a~.~e;r.: .. !?:~~11 the Assyrian army, for it came to pass 
·: ';~ 1)' ,f_''' .. 'J - .-. v ·~ ; '/ ... , 
., 
.~•·that~night:1t:hat 1:the:apgeli'or>the'-'Lord'went·£orth· and·' smote'· in' the:' camp' of' 
· th~1 'Ass~riiiris. il~~liim~eci'r61J:'score ~~ rive thoua:B.na·: s.'nd when meh arose 
... ,,:; .. ,,"" •... ·.:i .. ·~; . ., ! ...•. :<.·~: .... . ~:: .. : ...... ,·.. . ' : .. ., : .. ·'56 .• "· ·· ... "".- .· 
~·early in 'the morning~·, beliold, these' were all dead' bodies. .1 ·'·"Thtr "bliist" 
t:thai/ i;··:rif~~red'' t'ti·· ~~~ ~I>rbllahli~·~, ~uddeh· Jje~tilehc·~ 'fr8in' tl1e· ·a~~· ~e~ion 
:~ ... ,, · .. ,~.:,, .; -~ .. , ,,_,·{·---~~·~·-!','·.· { ... ~ ... _4/.,~ .. ;·~·I·- ·~C ' _, ·~" '1' I ,, .• .• ~·' ". ,'' ' .. , ... '· · .. : ' ' 
of' the Hiles near Pelusium.,· upon the border of Egypt where the Assyrians · 
. ' '• ~} ·~ 
were\·' e~caU:ped{'. The!, Hebrel'i' accoUnt is natur~liy greatly exaggerated as to 
;f.:th~;·zll1~bers.'but we have Pa.rallel instances of the visit of suc.h a pla,.gue 
. e~eri"-ilt ciui-' .. mod9"rn.:history~·.).·serinhche:db' ~s forced t'o· return home whenlfhe v 
' 57 . 
:WS.:fiDU:r'dered~·;;l /:~<. ··:,>:",,; .• ,,c . .-:;. . : ·; .·: ·i ..... · :. .·· ;} ) 
~ .... 
. ' . 
':;' ,.._ "<'~'' :::;•• ",P."•'\"•''' ~~ ~ :,j' f' ~·.:~ ... .' ,.-f.,,,,:,,,<,,, ,' ~.. ·•· 'l • .', • • ~ •,.~, >•' \' •• ', ' , A> 
··last recorded· triumph over ·Sennaclier~b when Jerusalem was saved> in 701·B.O. 
:'·liad>a gre'a:'tiirifluericei'up()ii~ Hezeldah.; Under tlie' Mluemce' of Isaiah a·re-. 
'"f . f.· .• . . ' 0. '. . • -
.;formati6n' was • brought about in the late years of .his reign. It was during 
this''•pe~ioo''"that1 · Isaiah ;and· Micah<his· "MorasHtite" ·contemporary' were able 
td 'Produce soil{~dof' tli~ir 'greatest''works. They were·'1mmoiested ''and 1re·n; 
· ~.ablJ· 'to'::thihk =and1 'Write· a' :great: •message~·: 
t ~~ '• ,: I 
"· >·. •' 
~,-r·~·~i·'Is'aiah's;fu~·'work'reany·:eri.ded With the events.of•701 B.C. "It:warf 
;; 1erioligh 1for orie· m~zi:~~t~o ·1hav~·:lgmded the' pollcy of 'his ~country through its 
: ffrst '!eventfW:·C;;~:lii~ion ;vdth the ·~orld.:.power, which in·its o1t'n···rutbless 
)fashion was ·:Prepar'ing::-tlie '·Wa.y for' a new civilization; :>to have enunciated 
\ ~ ~ 
'~he''prihciples·~'c)r tfie<:mciral•government o£ the!Und:rire4ha:t :made mo~otheism a 
. ' ·~· '<'" , .• 
.{., ... '·' 
30~···· 
., 
; 
" :~ .. 
·, 
,.; ' 
.. ''i., 
·pJ:.~atJ.ri:~i· "W~~~ ::iri ust6ti~l t'i:f' k:~~\·kriii~liea.: ~~:~~t~:lcig; ··with 'tt~ 'h~gm.e or 
til~; Ia~~!t King .-br · G6a'•~~;,.i{ili£id~IJ~·~ ~'b~ il~v~·i::th'riniid.l·~ithiri·· t:li~.,'J eii~li~. st~i~·- ·~:~ ·· 
.. ~-· I , , , • :·. I ·~ .• · (,' \5 ," • " . ,,. . • . ' 
.jtf~ph~t:lb .'pa~ty 1fuL~hich 1tii~;:··r~iikiJri~~~·6£: th;;:' spfri t~L~~eht,k.1iY::;d'efuchedfU i,. 
,., '·'''• ·; ' 
ftiseif. £~~nr it1s. ~fi6ri~~a;virb~~1}i: ~~d:~ thz 'lili~e' 1eri} ·iJ~hilia· .:~ a.d~ ·iuJ~t~·. · 
· .~ · 'i-'iciils·t~~~~Pi~t~ ~i7tt:e.:t:·rlitiil:;Th tii?hl:M~~nt ~.i1cit~~t~;nir·~it~6tit i;hick h~riity 
·~ .. ~ ( .; 1 ; • t ... ·. ~I"' ,, • c·-. _ 38 • ~··· 1 ~ :c~~t ·r~~cii'the"goai li~~~ted r6~ lt~ .... by:'Gbd~" i • · u ···· · .. : .. ·~ :;i: 
{I;~~~/ 'l.: r~'·~t+ .·•r:_ ,·r·•",/~.~ ~·: .;. )' ·.~ ~\~-f~-1-~-·~·. ~;·~ .+-,;"~.'~l'.·'~r:-·l! ··Vi-,(~· .. ·.·· ~; ,··.····.;", •' ·l ~ '.' ... ·' ·~: '',J :'·,:' (:•·1)~ 
his' greatestpr~he'cie's,"' tllose' conc'ernillg''the comiilg Me'ssilih· and His age', 
r"• .. .! ·~11 2:~ •• ·.:a- ·• . . '' ' 
'iiia:y- 'be' the product of, ~h~s .periOd, but we do not know for sure. Neither do 
'· we knoW .how he died. A late tradition tells us that he perished in the 
heathen reaction un~er Manasseh. Another storY' maintains that he was sawn 
asunder. Although we do not kn.ow the first tradition seems mDre probable~ 
\' 
.&!. Estimate \ 
. This powerful and versatile genius, with his strong sense of historic 
59. 
re,ality, may well be calfed. "the greatest of the prophets." On every 
hand he ·was confronted by evidence's of religious insensibility and confirmed 
.'-~. : 40 \ 
unbelief.· This did·not deter ~·ho~~er~ . ~He was· not a. pale-raced 
~s~:etic, or a shrinking .sentli.mentalist; ··he' was a full blooded man, a man of 
hlgh mettle, wh~ found'lif'~~e consistent' with lowliness to pour contempt 
. ~~~T;·• .,.,. . •.. . vascill~(k~~g' to fling" b~nirig . scorn against mocking upon:a ~eak; 
i ' 
' 'skeptics, to denoUnce falsehood and'deceit with words that scorched'and 
. 41. 
blistered." His strong, commanding personality had a great.; .:1{': u. r~co 
58. Hastings; Greater.Men ancfWomen_ofthe Bible; Vol IV ; P. 17'f 
.59;· J(n~o~~ ,:A.<9-·; B~a~.o~· l:j_gf1.~s'. :o~.;·~.ophecy;, P. 125 
.40~ . Skirin,~r;; E,Xposi tors· ~ible; ~ P ~x:tiX. ·· ·.: · ·· - ·· ·· · ·" · · · · 
41' .Eiselen; :erophetic 'Bodks ~f the Old Testament; Vol!; ·P.l98-
• I •' • ' 
31. 
• 
(~) 
influence upon the.lpolitical and reJJ.gous issues. of the day.· 11He had a 
' ' 
regat mind'and in the.face of .the most-threatening danger he stbod unmoved. 
.. 42. . 
He walked among·men as a\ king." His is no~ only one of the greatest but 
. . . . . 45. 
one of the most finished and intelligible lives in all histocy. The shade . 
. ~ . '
of .a dark night were gathering iD. Judah; its long weary hours had to pass 
. . . . ····......: ... 
before the day should break and the shadows flee away. Isaiah set for that 
night a bright star,·the·ho~e of a coming Messiah, that was to shine and 
¢de his people for seven long centuries. In ~ts light evEm we o.f· today 
find.light.abl.lild~~t·to gUide.usthi-ough the·m~nytangled pr~blems. of our 
oim day •. 
," ,' 
42. Knudson; Beacon'Lights of Prophecy; P~-;150 
45. Mclnidyen; Introduction to the Old Testament; Pxliv. 
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SECTION III , > 
. ·~ ,, ' 
, .:: / 'An Interpretation Of The Personal! ty Of Isaiah. 
Pages 35-67. 
'' . 
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'·' 
:. t'' 
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~Jr.· 
:''J 
<r '11: .. - ,; 
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:~ .. _. 'i 
<.• 
.', '' ',,• 
of the first thirty-nine chapters we must first determine what a personalit 
:~..,.7 .. \_·,::,.,~ ,/ .,; ... , ... J. :·~ .. · •'.·,· {,:l_.::.)· ?.·'~>}\':.'(,·r .. ~.~'f .. ·~ .. , ... :· ....... , "' '1 
is, and what type of a personality Isaiah represents. We must attempt to 
\·~~·~::·:\/•.' ··~.·~ .. ·.;:;<.'_;,·_; ~'..:'r·J.-;.)-·. ·.~·-:~· ·,.:~-·~. ,,~:L:;:t/·'?J~''J,.il··,~ ..• , t·.· • • ' ,,,'., ·,···.,: .,·(·.' ,;·,~,,:, '• '.,· •. _. 
analyse the subjective Isaiah by a study of the personality that is projecte 
I .,'> '~ ' :. ' ; : ' \ \ 0 ' : J f, ~ ' .f '' 1,; I ~ " • I '• I ' o > ' ' 
,'r~.~~rd ~s in.:.~s Vir~.~{fg~ •. "~~~,_:w:~.t~Y ... :iftez.-pret ,~dmfw.ho s~a~d.s_ out ... ~ef.o,re 
us while we are in ignorance ... of his motives, feelirtgs 1 ideals, and ideas?'· ','.:.;·;J;·~ ,;,~'l .... ;_,~;::~.:·; .. <.'~.!·).:-.,~:~·::·~):( :· :.:t~:.--.. :.:':' ··.·::;; :. \,.· ," .··,l .. ..::" ·,.:·,... ··~ ·.·,,! ·, . 
. No: we at once begin to probe for these .things, that we may understand him 
' .··~,;;;;, ')t~·: : .. i.':.!. :r~ .~. 1 ,·.: ... 1·:··>.· >.:~~\b,;:~ ... ··~ri;'i/1 .·: •. (~~ •. ;. .• ·• :;. ·; ·'-:···· ·.t·~\,. :1·.· .. ~ ... ,.:1,,·.·•,,.' ;' 
.the better. And once getting in touch with these, we must interpret them 
~·, ,,,, ': ',:1'\ :~' ; ,,•:,•t~~~ ' : ' '" I J> ~ ,,' ., ; 'J 
in the light of our own consciousness with all its personal indwelling 
't'<J ~: :~, /{ ,_;:1:.-· ;; ' -',··~ ··: ~ ~-"' };.')t:t ··.:··· ,, , : ... , .A· ! •; , ,·. ~- \··,,~.,.:·; 
. ·,. 
attribute." 
1' •• 
What is Personality? 
' - ~· 
Personality is a concept which· is generally assumed to have a·concise 
' '
1
_.·' •.•. ··.·· ' ; • _;·~ .. ;;:i:\1·~;:, .• 
meaning until we try to express that meaning in words. Our reason for this 
. ~ .. ";:.:·~·',; .. · •. :;-r· ... r,· -~· ·~.>· :;.·~.:-~-~ ··;··.~·.:.:~:.·· .:'qi· .-. ·:' :; '",. ,';_- .... '· ., ,. ·..:. .~··~~· •. ,· .,:, 
, difficulty is that most definitions are given in terms. of component parts o 
;, . .':'":":>•. :! J'.; .. : '('J 1/; ~·;f!.f''.>.'-1·~· .. ~ .. :·:1·'• .~:··~ ·1,·- ·.t ".\ ·.··' :~·\,., ... :>:":-
the whole, whereas personality can.: only have. a true meaning when defined in 
• ~-- ·,. ~.:.. •. : ·.,. 1 ·~;),·~r·.<~." ~ L ·r~ ~~·:t.: c:·-~ ::.:·~,.· ·.. . ·: · . · ·~ . < ·, · ... · ~' ·: 
.. \, ,~ynthes,~s ,~f an int.:,~ff;f,~~:-?f .~~n~ :ompone.~t ,parts. '':T~~- ~~~-~'·· 
however, that common usage is hazy on the side of comprehension does,not 
' .l:.;~:.-.1,\-" ~ t·':· < { :,·.:·//""·>'~, ·~ o:,: --,:" ~··.\·~. i':,r'~~~~~ ... < .,'' ::"1 . :_ ':; • ,',{.' . ~:,. '.. . '· "'~ :·./~·~(;''\, 
detract from the significance of the word even when glibly uttered. .To the 
~~~r• \,,' · • · t " ;1 .~~ , .'.~· ""' , '• ~ · ~·-··'" 
• philosopher the word may convey a profound meaning; to the man. on the. stree 
·:.,.·( , ~ ; •<·,: ... ~· o.'.,,!:.' ... ·:.·,1 ·,';,-• ·~<>:,'·-'·,·;,·: .. (~:··, .: ._', 'v' i ',, ·,,, ', ,' ':·, ~" 
~it may refer o~y to Bill Jones. , But the differen.ce is one of degree, not 
t~'<;···.'"· .... )·~ ·~· 2· •. , ' i~ .• ~ /·11 ~1. : .... ~~(.! ' . 
·.of kind~ 
' t, ·~ l -
,· 
,,.,. 
. . ' ~· ' ,'1·. 
: 1. Valentine; P7; Psychology. Of. Personality. 
'2 •. Vaientine;· P. vii·;:>Ibid.·•" ,~ :-' ', i, {. 
.. 
,:o...N·1 .. 
~~ ~:\: ~- --:, ' ' .. ; . 
· .;,~::,_·1<Let::us·/~oriside~.~soll!e · def'J.niti<:nis, o.t: personality as; a s~ar.ting point.-.: · 
·. · .·, ~:·qb~d6n\mairitains :that~.-'~personality ~is_· a._ :complex matter, including · .. the ego a 
. ,• ·~ 
·.·. • ...... character.: .. :.It;~in:vdlve~.:all. the. he:x;:edity, of' ;_the· individual;·;·that ;is all~ the 
, " .. ·' .. 
i·:bOdily.,·,and, ·mental,~dispositi~ns,, both .actual an,d potential, 'With which ·he is 
; ~"equi:pped~a1f:,:birth~.··~ ... •:·,To.j;he::inher'ited ~factors .in 'personality; ~st-.be : . 
•' I \ 
· · ·added· al·:f:..the' modifications,·.Jlhich··.have been· ;impressed upon_:the ·individual 
'-';',·.. :-.:', ...... ; - ... :•'· ' . ' ' ' \. . . ') : 
~ £rom ·his·. environment ~!It :.Valentine_,.o.ffers .asH~. definition :nthe ,sum ·total' . .of 
' . . ',., ' ·,. ·. ,, . '. .• . 
.. ' . , ~ ,· . ~ \,.·'' ~ 
... t<"one'~· habit·-·dispositions.'Jf 'F;rom ~many .sources .we may. recognize.!a .perso~a:J..it 
~··· a~•·~~he.·,sum\tota:I;.of';·all·:ythe,"habits;;.:attitudes, ··.sentiments, .. dispositiohS'i 
'. • • • ' l •• • \ 
i ;; ;and complexes connected with.: a certain ';organism and ienabling .that. organis'm 
. ·, ,.. ' ~ . ' .... · . . . . . . -~ ·, 
1c;to adjust·.itself,'·tto .its,.environment•·,,The organism inher.its certain ten-
- . ,. ~-··· '. ~--. ' •• ~ •• . ~ . ·: • • . . • • jl •• • ' • 
t.d~:n..~:i!!S;:pa~~Cular, -:~t:r;~ngths and weaknesses--in. th~. make~up . of' its nervous 
~ system·. 
· . , :·Integrating ·Bersonality;·:-,_,": " ... ,' 
''•·• ~ > I '• -:.. • ' '\< 
:::5 ~·.::r:::··-, ~Ea,r::h·:organism ha~ ·certain fundamental needs; .. as these .. needs are; iriEffi by 
.; ''tthe :activity •;o~. ;the torganism. ·in ·,the environment, ·we .find .an,. integra ted 
· .~:personality.~d.'a working·'U!lit;.,;_,Each organi~m has,individ~l.'ways· .. of'.sat-
. ; ~isfy:ing fits. nee~·s,· .a.nd,,thes~ il:ldividual·,charaqteristics serve .as +indication 
' . . 
of the.;,type .. of.<personality:with which;:.we.;are .dealing~. ;It .seems· t,hat· each 
" . ::Xpers9n.has ''Similar basit? ;needs ~t~lbe .. sat~sfied, b1:1t .. each ':.individual has 
L:J:f:l~ned .. to:·secure.bis .or her satisfactions in the atta.mment:~ of' certain 
• ) ' ' •.t '" ~ '""'" •• • .., "" •• ' ' •• ~ .. "· •' " '•'I'• • • 
' · g9ods,. which 1-t'or .. that ·.;person~. become i definite .values.: .. The experiences which 
' . 
· · .•.:instinctive.desires ·point do I:.these;definite \(acquired(} values to:be attained 
··r ' ' . ' , 
. >~ iThu_s;,·dhe personality< soon lhas>acquired a definite attitude toward each · 
. . ·particular:d.n.-his:~environmen'b. tHis :;prevlous experience serves ·as a basis .fo 
~ Gord?n,R.G.;. ;l'e.r,soJl!ll~ty;, p~~:. ,: ... · .. 1 , • 
. # Valentine, P .F.; Psychology and Pe'rsonali ty; p21. 
' 
<"I 
•. 
'· 
'•j 
-_ ~~ 
' . 
a _defliioite feeling ''iri: co~ection with· objects, persons, and associated ideas. 
' ... ::·." ··i··,,~··:, ·'-· ~:·~.~": c:}•·'•-:i- ~:· ··, ,.), ·' ', _.; , • ' ~-·-~····.' • " •. 1 
He'"has bti:ilt 'up a' series··of' sent:ilnents, dispositions, and con;plex~s~Hadfield 
.... I . 
~~iJ;t'nThe' :seritirrieht~ ;:are· :·d6~'s~·ious' ··feeling attitudes to~ard ~lem~rits , ~ \~~ 
etivfr~nment ;' 18: 'dlspo~'itfon' is' a'n. ~conscious conative experienc~ . iz( a.'s~-~~f~t n 
-~.-·:"~~·~",.!." .... f .1 ......... t·'_";'j·~ ..... :.,··\1. '"'····· ... , .. ~-;····.:. '· .. , J· ,. ·., ._, .r· ·,. .. 
witli 'facts of' the envirotinientr and complexes are feeling attitUdes, buried 
iri':thEf subcoriscficms;~:.:which ·d.~termine the attltude of the indiv:idual .toward 
. ,' ' . . ,' ' .. -
: "',"''~ '- ;<f'~OI'f• \' ,, ' '.$ ''' ~·'· ''\ ;.:• ',,.·,,,_, "",1 ., "' ,: •: ·:. ,.,. I ' ' • :: , i ' ~ '• ': :, 
certain'objects)"personsl"experiences, and ideas;·without rational connectio 
.,,~il''.,f, ~-•.',''·' ,.:.:'··:· .. :,-,·:•.'1··~·· '- ... 'I ~ II , l. ·';•.,: .·" •. ,': 
iil the'conscious 'mind~"* The personality has been described as the total of 
tlie'ser:B:ttitudes:'ahd:·hablts-it': is the "set" of the individimi,·· determirifug' .•· 
llis·"ccinduat '.ti1_1 his'· envi.i-onmerit. If the various mechanisms of the personalit 
W'hi-:k:)t;ogethe;z.··.-Gowari:(the meeting of the basic needs of the individual in his 
. . 
•'
1
'. ·~t''J,J,~ ·,~~-..i' .,1. • '• t; !1; '· •, I 0 ••' '•": : / ,'o 
envfronment;·•we have· an· mtegrated· personality. ~· ' .. ' 
• 1. '! ·.··:.• 
• QUridefinitions a~d discussion so' fa~·l1ave shown 'that t~o' gen~ral con-
s1detaU~8~,: are;, ~e'sp~nsible, for the riature' or' a personality·~ These. con-
sid'e~a.'~ions'~ a\"~<;here'ciity':and' e~vironment~ · .. ·The former _pro~ides the organis~ 
• .. •""' 
. j.··..; ;, .• • ·\- : , .~ - q' t .. " •. :., . . . '- .· . , , · \·"' r ' : · ' ' : , '' · · :· '· , . · ". •• ;:: , 
w'ith•·certa.in basic 'te_ndencies or drives,· and 'with' a' nerVOUS system through 
th~:-::r;m~tloniri.g. 'of whlch integration is achieved~ 'This integration .is cciri: .· .. 
~· .. ' . . ' ; . ' ·. ' . . . ' ,, ' ' ~ ' :. ' .' ' 
fitantly.:being'c'changed however~ by the maturati~g of the basic driving forces 
ari.a1hhe' influence of ··environment. . Unity 6f a personality is only gr~dually 
and.·.)imperfectlY at~~lned. by the iildividuai iri the course of his growth. 
'\ '··~ ·" . '. ' . . 
Envfroimlent and Personality 
.• :·.;•:'·'(11·The function :of environment in the integrating process 'comci~ in the J 
development of~:tne·'hlstiD.ctive disposition~~ Most of our ·exr)erlenc.e's are ... ' 
largely.dependent·upon theerrvironmental conditions surrounding the organism. 
The :influence of these environmental conditions determine the nature of the 
character and sentiments of the individual. Each sentiment marks the achiev-
* Hadfield; Psychology and Morals; p.l07. 
... 
.. ~ :· 
ment .?f .a)ligher. ;;int~gi'at.ipn... ~-;·ll. 1 !m:~!J.er .. d~veJ.:C?P.J:I(;)~t .. toward a unifie,d :' 
' 0 --w 
• ~-'I': 
personality ·:th~ :..se.~~ime.n~.s \JilllS"I?;.b.~ .:brp11ght into harmonious integration. Thi 
i.:f'~:i}e}:', J-ntegration is called "character. 11 This is' attained by the. mastery 
of other ·:sent1ment.s by· our: :.domina;nt .se.n~:!Jnent • . , 1 ~is, .:3en,-t,iment, in the. •. S::~erag 
individ~ .. :is.:.that.~o~· .... self-regai'.d•·i··.··~h.~:natur~e .of tb.:e .. development; .. of.the.:.c··+;. 
. ml3,ster~~. sent1ment :.:will. be : dete~mined .·in \'considerable:: measure by ,what th~ .. :.·;: ... 
.. 't. . .h, ' •• ~ • • 
.··ind!"'{idua1 .regards ias'1:the,·iyalue.s:;he. 1wi~.h.es,:t9 .. a:chie"fe•· 1~.The ;experience.s ·::~· 
·WhiCh .seem•:Va:luable::'~g!~the rindividual becomes his id.e~ls. His personality,; 
• ., ' ' • --· • • •• ; < ... ,. '~ ' ,_., ' • ' • ·~ • '" ~ •• • ,. ., -. • ., ' • 'i .,. 
therefore, 1 moulds,.; itself ;.about.·:his ._ideals, and hi~ .. basic drives. are directed 
,·.toward t tl,le .. achievm,ezrt? •: ()f . -.t~e. se ~.,:i.:dea1~-~;~::: •.. : 7 .,! .• : 1 
, Ideals .!!!!!!: Personalitz •: ·:,·:J · •. . 1 • 
: , .. ·- .. "Without the ideal,.the tindividual: .. is ·lef.t to .the chaotic ·influences of 
·· ·· • •· ' ~-.,' · ....... :-· ··· ·· r' ~·. . . ···.·-•-• ,., .. t.~-~~·~.··y .. "' .•... -.. . , . 
· ·.the conflicting ··.inf)tincts ~.·.\'!lith dt tEe, personali.~Y;.is }'!elqed together toward 
• .,. "" "• -1 
one COIIIIDOD,rpurpose.:, The·:Ide.al is.that, the attainment of which produces 
• .. \ " .. ', ............... ' •· '. -' ···~ .. ···-' •• ~ .•. ,,, ,,..,.,.~. ·-··· ' .i 
- . 
·will tqractivity, '.and_,:tha,t which.det,ermines the.~direction .. and character of. 
.. ~ 5.· . ' .... ,... , .... ~_, ····.· ,. ·~ ·~ ~ .. ,.,, .... , ' ;' '·' .. ~_ .... ~ .... , 
activiti~s. 'J . There, c;an b~, ·:.~d..~,ar,e, ~. id,ealS..J~ c:>ne ~ 13.· life. "What. the 
... .' . ~. ' . . . ' ., . 
trueideal•is has•neveryet been determined. It.is the search of all philos 
I " <; '• •,,,,,~· • • ' ' •• •• • ,''? ' ""' ,.,,_,, '' ••~· -:,.·•~··'"'''-,','< "~· > <,•,.,.,! 'I I'<.~ • 
. ophies; ethics, religion,.; an~ ;P~yc}l()logy;,; .1 .. : ~sychologic~lly ,the right idea~ 1 
one :.that. can, by:· at "tiz:acting ·:all the 1 ins.'fiinc'tii v~ emotions, bring harmony t.o .. t 
. ,, . . ' ' '. . 
,soul; ·by stimulating-the will to.a ~bmroon,·:purpose;.~eld the whole p~ychologi~ 
individual: into;,an ,organism; .. ·~nd by_)sa:tisfying 1i11~ c~aying f()r.completeness.:· 
. . 4. 
secure:.self-r~aliza:tion(and happiness.'L :With~this; .. state~ent in mind we. may 
- . .·, . ~. . " 
say th?,.t the: Chris~ian ~eal, taught ::and ;;).ived by: Christ, is psychologically 
• ,, ·:·1 '' ' . • '. , 
'·~ /-f< 0 • I •,• ' '.:, .. .. . . ' '" .. ,, .. ~ . . :" 
5 •.. Hadfield; p. ;.109.; .·Psyo}lol,ogy,.,Al1d.)~!orals •y , , 4. Hadfield;.p •. lllf;.lbfd. ··· ····· ·~·'""·' ···' ..... · · L " .. ,. 
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the t~~ .ideal. The highe~t attainment that a personality may reach in its 
Character · ';'';'i -: l": ;· ~'' 
The developnent of character'/: mentioned' ahov~~ 'deperids.>uP6ni the'· adoption 
of some gohl that is felt to be 'of· 'supreme value~.~· or:: suchl'goals the' one most 
universally 'effective is the pui-pos·e ·of beiilg' an': kfficd:ent -'~utonomous person..: :. 
ality •· . This will make 'possible';·a.· character capable'" of 'follbwin.g' the iin'e of 
which· ·· 
conduct or behavior rea's on may dic'tate ·as . best~; ;:• ; ; ;;:: 
1\ 
. The achievment of· a;· chara'cter of:· this: nature ·enables~th~ individual to' ; 
have a .. range· .. of' behavior which:. will~ place' hini· 'in1 different ''classifications. 'at 
toward the introvert." He' will[ not b:S found co'nslstentJ.Y•:•iri~any· one class 
because he will have' a successfully integrated personality~/.;:' '' 
ir=-= ... · Influences .!illQ1i .Isala.h.' : .. : 
:Nothing is known of ;Isaian1.s'·backg'roimd of rhis 'parent's'')::: his ~arly life;' 
or the· influences about him dUrmg this' time·<:•\ ·Sirice hEr hS.d such' .. a' wonderful 
education,· and was. s.u~h e;· power''• in':.the political' fife ofi'thff nati~~ we cah' 1 
• 1easily iinagine that he had a.· fine· backgr6imCi~':u~'To':.me'~ h~tiir~a~' A~stine..:..- · · 
orn into riches and .:Power's and'llving'':a·'life pai-ailel'·to'<that of the great 
I ') ~ 
DUring his adolescentr'yea.~rs he must have~been qUi~ ·~.o~tent with him-
self tmcrthe"nationabout hbil: Th'e questions and''iJroble~s;: o.f'·his great'nati n 
ad not ·as yet become a·'realitY;to 'him.· He· had iiot: as:y~t?ga:liied::for himself 
defiitite purpose ·in life.. This· ris ail to roli~w< tlie e~rience ·~r wBich h 
peaks in chapter· six. Before this experience we can only,guess as to the 
.J o" ,• '• 0 ' 'I , < , ,' •', .~ I•'• !, ••.•' ~ l,,. i ·~ ~ .• ~· "•' l \,o ,r', ••o 
luences mo'ulding·his character and personality.'' 'Thus:'it<becomes difficult 
o follow a.clean-cut·scientific interpretation of this personality. 
. 37,. 
·, ,, 
"In the year that ~g-Uzzia.h died I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne 
. ' ,. 5 . 
high and lifted up; andhis tr[iitL filled the :temple. 11 ~ This .;is , the. first th ·t 
' ·, , •I' " ' ,., •< •' ' "1 ,. / / ' ', ,. •. ' ;f ,.1 • ; '~. •; '. •Jio •' <lp• ·> i•! '. ·I· '>• ~· ·. ,. '• ' 
. ' ' '' . 
we hear.from Isaiah concerning his life, but it is an_auspicious introductio 
' . . ' .. ·'. .,• ... ·· ..... ''· .•' . . ' 
The question of what.happened confronts,ua immediately. If the early life o 
: ' ' ' ..... , .. , .. , .· .. ·.,,;,_ ; . . ,\ 
Isaiah, was like that of, Augustine. or _of any sim-ilar· young man, then we can s 
•' ' '. , . -~ . .f ' "' ' , ' . ' I' • '• •' ' ' ' • • . . 
that this expermence, the greatest of his life, was also similar to that of 
' • ' •' ' ' ,•, ·, I •' • 
August :toe's. He .was probably in the 'Jiemple pondering the ,fate. of Judah . now · 
' ~ ' ,, . . . . . ' ..... ~ . '· . . . ' ' ;~ ·.~ .. . . 
that King Uzziah had died •.. The people had loved and honored this great king 
The~r ~d looked to him for, guidanc.~:- and protectioll•·:: _W~tkhis death a breath I 
l"fiVt l~ss. feeling; of anxiety wo~d .surely sweep .the ~?Uiltry. ~'J-WifJ'/d,_bec~use ~f 
. Cl'l\)i•llt.ly a~ort ' . 
their own loss, and fK their fate ail .the hands of .. the new. king •. 
As Isaiah stood ~ndering and ,pray~g a vislon suddenly, came 7~o., him ?f 
the glory, the majesty, and. the. holiness .. of God •.. It was, God speaking to hlm 
'" ,' '1' •.' . ,_ Y· •\' . ', .. , • ,. .. I \ .• ·.. _·.~ . " . ' .• '" ·'' ., 
in_ the same way that he had spoken to Moses in the wilderness• In other wor s 
God was showing to him a def~te. goal, an .ideal, a purpose ).n life, a,nd he 
•'' ' ., '··'''· •.' '-·- •"'·' •, • ; ' •• ,• ', '•j ••. • •••• , •) • 
was merely becoming conscious' of'. lt. 
. ,, '1, ,, .,_. ;,··•:: 
He saw the need. of .the worl~ in which 
. I 
he llved; he. saJI' work to.do;. he saw.conditions to be. changed •. Hadfield says 
• •,'·'' t· '' '>!,,, '• '•'' ,' ' ( • ' 1\ I ' • 
that. every action leads to .. some result or end, but when .. that. end ls consciou y 
conceived and v~luntarily pursu:~, it.ia(a~~pose.6 • ·aod had surely,giv~n lo 
" ~. fl . • ' 'J '·' ' ,,: ,, • • ' , • • · ~·, l;> '', 1. · ;• • I ," ' , • • ' 
Isaiah a consclously .conceived purpose which he. was .. to follow to his. death. 
"' ' l "• , ,• .. ' ;.;. .. J ' • '· "I '" ~ ., ~ •.. f '· -,. ', 'J -. ' ' 
. ·.This consciously conceived purpose needed inspiration more than anythin 
,. "'· • ' ' •••• , .·, ,· .. •,' '····· •• • ..... • oc ' " '• ' ' 
else in its 'development., A,.fo,~~a~ of, .inspirat~c>n was al!3o tapped during t e 
ina~al vision •. 
:·, 
s. Isaiah 6:1 
6.· Hadfield; Plll~ Psychology And Morals. 
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' ' 
with twabi he did fly.:: . . ' ·~ 
':And one ·cried unto~ another;:··and said' Holy', holy'· holY~· is Jehovah 
' The whole' earth is .full of ·his glory'.: (;, I (·,:;: ·., ·~ 1: •;:c[ ' 
And the foundations' of the· thresholds:. shook ati the voice of. him that 
And the house·-Was filled. with; smoke;:~. ' , .. ;_ 
'\ 
Then said-!, Woe is· mel for- I ·am undone·;. 
Because I am a man:'of>unclean lips,:: and: I dwell in tbe mi~.st of a 
. people of unclean lips: 
'1. 
For mine eyes have seen ·the:.·Kiilg,. Jehovah of hosts. 11> "' >: · 
this was to-serveas a foundation.andanrinspiration to 
his great prophet. No· other man had ever been more .fortunate or· so blessed s 
as Isaiah f~r "his eyes had seen. the King, Jehovah: of hosts"~ That vision 
s to remain with him always and guide· him through. many a: dark ·and troubled· 
·-·~ i 
Isaiah gained also in this· vision'. the. consciousness of .t~e: fact that he 
s particularily. fitted :for .the .. task .. ahead~: ~It .was.: this'. thought. which led 
· im to say, "Here am I, send me. 11 This is the expression of a sublime faith• 
t gave him that characteristic~.and·' intense prophetic·· conviction:·that was·· 
ways his. i Jehovah,. to him~ would protect· his people always if, they had; .. 
aith in him and' followed·~. It gave him the col.trage<to stand·.face to face wit 
tthe: king and denounce him • But . it· gave him as w;~ an insight~ into the dark 
eemingly hopeless future.. He was to work in a sinfuLnation· who would turn 
way···trolD his message arid :continue in their sinfuL paths.;; ·;_;The :only. bright sp t 
pon .the whole.horizon:was,.the-.realization that a few faithful .ones would be 
.: Isaiah .6: 2-5. 
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ol'~ ~:.>:•,-:'·· :;n .f,~: 1 di•,·.•)< (:hj·\~··, ~··~:·! i·,·r:~·.-J':('f~· i:.-~-~ ."·\-·"~-}::t':.'·. ,'",·:,: •,, I •!,_b .. 't.~/ \ ; 
· We can see that his call gJ.ves to us the causes, :m,otiyes, purpose, and 
• ' •~·.,·. ·- ·/'· ·~-··:. •'1 '-~'- r'~··:~-~ _e-·· .• :·-.:~ '·;,·;. -~·-<,· ~~ ,~•;"::;:>·.: ').'' _{!~·;.· ·~f. '','···';',·-~ ~:~,;~,-- 1, 1 •. ·1 • < -·,: success~or h1.s prophetJ.c mJ.SSl.on. Around i~ his whole life and ministry 
,··.··:.·; ··);~-~~·\n:'} :tJl.\::.-.·_.}····:·.~,;· ~-·::,~··<"<.:·::;•_(·."'__, :~~t -:_, -~- '·./_.-·· ,.; -.:.) · .. ,:.- __ :--~"-:, -~-~"' .. r'ev~l~e; It was a precious foundation stone that· could bear any weight. 
To me i1/ is''thei~r~at~s~~'ingie''k£1d~~6e''·in·'~h~ ~tegrati~~· or' th~ 'per-~o~ll· 
e' ,. ",.,,,·, < ~x i.'"c 1'r'-:·''·""'t}: !c ~:,','' ,,•;• '. '~•:''f'''')' ... i:f··:·'"''~··,""'i•. i·,,~t,·;•,<,,';.f.••,'"!''~ J'', ~. , :. . ~" '~"' ·' • '., ·: • ~·· 
of Isaiah.·1'''Frohl this experiebce he·· card.ed with hiin a convict~~n that could 
.·"'t 
hev~z.·;b·~·::shffren. He gai~ed a purpose. and an ideal, and marched straight 
,.. ·~·. ·. ·· ;. ~ • t • :r ;'.! • '·~ ·. · 
forward· 'tOVTard the fulfillment of this ideal. 
From visio~ .fo''.Ac+iim': ''· . l.i. ·;):' • '"; 
,', • ,: i'"'••<~~~;, .,,!,·~'~.••'•:• ·~,,~, '.'.'';" •'"'"i'':)i ,·,1 i! :{.re~~~··•~:~~;>,;'.' .... "': ,,, >' ~~': .•" .; ··,,\·< '";•'•;.':':,"'·',1',",''•') 'I' I 
··"'·From his"'caiCisaialiwent rortliiiittr; 'the world with. a'scathing .. tongue 
~nd 1;:a.ibilrni.Ilg ~rith.':,~~i~~m;'to c~hgg'·th~ ~o~iai"~d 'political; !lliu~~ophl~~ ~i 
'• . ' 
his'p~bJ;>ie~ ·· Hi~··J~~~ii±£~~t ~d~igri~f;i~~ari~J~~~,:b~f:t.eve that lie·~~~~ ~hr.·eit~~v~ t 
in 'i1is . t~rid~~<!ie~. The)'~iricif~ d~~f~datirin o?'his ~~ople' N their intfU.f~~r~nce 
to1\T~hb~all~ and tfiej]'s'ibrshl~ 6£ ~~~e~.i~1 -bhkgs st~Ulated him iii his· error s 
. . 
~.!;..,,,..), '· .~~··;· "~:·:.''1·~~: ~!•.,,•l'l '1:\'i,",). -~··,· ... :, '\:.)·" .. ··~~ {'t' ·; J, 1 ·., "' 
sermons'' we ''detect a 'strong '··ethical note •. From preacher he passed to the rol 
or political ~d~ise ~ ~ri'd , r~oni' that ·tr the · ~oie br '':prophet~ 
•1• .. : ,,· ,. •. ',,,,. ,•, 
Isaiah '·an Extrayez:t. • 
• 'r ~~~ . ' '' ~ _;,; 
• •• '' \ . ~. . ' ·,., ', ·', ', ··.~· ,,_ .{'' • .,·~ .. ~. , •• (:.:.) ,j ··~ 1.~ : .:.··> ,. 
Not 'onJi~was Isaiah 'stilntilated.to'·actioi{by unpleasant situations but 
he pos~~·ssoo' other ~xtf~vert'ch~~Jct~~i~tlc~~as ·~ell~ . He was alw~ys\iatura y 
' 't' ', . '' '1' ' . !'~.-~ . { '1 . ' ,' 
"in:, the Jsviim" since he was a leader of men. He· 'was a student of politics as 
;·.'';'.t:,~.~~ ... f •• , •.• , ... ·' ··;··· ... · ; '\'.·,·.~\·':):. -•"·:·~· ~··· •. ·',,:,.' ,_.-.~;.';';: : .• ,"~"1"'' .·:·,.~ .• ' " .. ··~. 
well as rell.gion and more ·than lield his own in the many positions which he 
held. He :~as: ~i~;~: h~pp:f'iJith~· 'dbmPanY: of others and seldom sought 
solitud~' (as ··rat· as) ·~e,)knov/. "Evezi' ~li~i(he r~ti!-~d .from ~blic service, 
8•:·Peritz; ·p···las;.~ql~.:"~:~t?.·~a.Hl~~-t ··History. 
9.' :Mac Fayden; 108; Intrd'ducti6'tf' To The Old Tes tarnent • 
• ' • .It •'' • ,., .t ~ ' .; .. •• • • t ·i 
.. ·· ~41. 
. ~- . ,, 
following tha. refusal of Ahab, to.~ accept his··advice, he, took with 
" • ... ( • ,,. ,. '· ~·- • '," 1' ... • ~,· •' ~ .•• ~. -~ •-' 1 ' -~".· t ... ~,.~,.~-.· ·~ '· .~· • 
disciples in order that he might. teach .:them. AlWays the surroUnding people 
' •. • ' ' ' > • <' ' ' ' • >f ._,. ., ' ' ~·.. ,,_ •, :,. ..,, I ' 
and. environment wez-e i mo.re pc)t-ent_ in det,ermining ~i.~ :thought~,. ~t~rests, and 
activities than pure:Ly.apl!rsonal.factors •.. It was practi~ally,. always, t~e ... ih " st -
' . . • ~ ' '• • ~ • ' ' .. l <> ,, • • ... ,. ' ' ,. ' ,.._ '-1 '' ' <" ., ' • • • 
of the nation which he had at ,heart: but. never. do we find .the personal el.E~mentll 
r • ,.<, ' • w • "' • ' '< •" • 0·•, "" • ··: 1 • '' • ' r,. , " • • ""I ', 1 • >"• <' ,j, :'"· •;• ,~ > • o 1 ' • ,' ; • 
entering in. These are all extravert tendencies which ·Isaiah possessed. to a / . . ...... :· ..... ·' .. r '"".... -.. .. .. . ....... ,. ··-~< .. ·~.~"-~ ...... ·. . ...... \ • ._ · .. . 
marked degree •.. 
An Extravert , 
Isaia:h was _both ~ .pes~f!nist. an~_,,(:lll optimist~~n. his,1p;gphecies .. :In hi~ 
inaugural vision he was. told' that the people. would. neither~ understand nor .. ,: 
1 
' •'. ' '• '. • • • ' 1 ..._ •, '' ' ' ' • ., '''• • "' ' ' '" ' '•" ''\ ••• ·~>" ' • • ' 1 .•' 1 '• ' 
perceive what he had to .. say •. , H'e was confronted upon every_ hand by evidences 
. 10. . 
of religious insensibility El;~,~--- ~-~.l:lfi.:pneq:,unbelief. He .saw that the. people 
were blind and hard of heart. They were morally and religiously rotten,, 
' <. 
trusting .in men of flesh,·;;.~ot in ~ehovah,. and pos~~~s~. an_:irreligious' and 
. . . 
.. ·< : 11The_, nations sha:U rush -like. the: rushing.: of ·manY' wa.~ers =.:.:.: 
.· .. But. he shall rebuke .the!Jl,. an(i .they ~shall nee f~;,.o,ff, ·' ~· 
.• And shall be cha::;ed; as the chaf,f :<?f: 'th~ .. m_ounta.;ins::,~e.f<?re, the. wind, 
And like the. whirling dust -.before .the st:brm.1···· 
·'; . ' " . ,,. "''"' ' ''" .. -. . _,-,·. •'• i. ·,.,.;··.· 
. . . 11. 
At eventide, behold, :terror; and .before . the morning. :they are not. 11 . , 
.• . • . ;l ~. ' • ' • - • f ~· " • ' " • • ' ' • ~ t { . 
. Then again,, ·, ." ,' 
' • ~· ! 
grass sinketh down in· the. f. lame,. 
'!,' 
So their root shall_.~~ •as rottenness, and their bliilssom shall go up as 
_dust; 
1~. Skinner; Expositors Bible; p70 
11. Isaiah 17:12-14 
~ ~ 
II 
i:l 
1: 
ij 
·.'' 
', ·. 
they have·rejected:,the law of•Jehovah of hosts, · 
·. ~;A.nd~despised the word. of the Holy .. One·of 'Israel~·e• 
.Therefore is the anger of Jehovah kindled against his people, · •-·· · ·' ': 
·, • • ' .' '' ' ',,;·' ,i' . 12 
,·Ahd.he~hath _stretched forth ;his hand against them, and hath 'smitten the 
· -To.~eadthese sections one would 'think there w'as no'hop~'for Isra~l but ther 
~· ' . . . ' ' ' 
~S,.~~.onei ray. ·of light 'Shining :through the ·clouds. That hop9 'was ;the· idea of, 
:z:emnimt which Isaiah gave to the -people. He :believed that a few 'imo remaine 
fa:f:~hful to Jehovah would be spax:ed in 'order that· they might be' Used llS, '8: ,. 
£,~tmdation .for the new and more lasting kingdom that was to be ~stablished•. ' 
To. make: a continual sermon of idea he named • his first son Shear-ja~hub ~-;· whic 
"", < ; ....... ~ "•' ., ..- • 
means, "a .. remnant. shall return." 
., .. '"", ~,, .. , ··: . ',, ' 
l!i!i teachings 
\ ~ . ' 
,, 
,. 
· ThEhidea of a. remnant, or a few who were .faithful to' Jehovah,· became ··a 
. . . . 15. 
reality to; Isaiah·. after"his unsuccessful inission to k:i.ng. Ahaz. :He· felt·l.:•>•·' 
l. ~. '\ ~... ... ; . "' . • • 
. . ' . . 
d.:~~pl.-y,the sting ~or· his. defeat and the~sr4mefulness of the actions of Jihai .... 
H,Ell.::~!ls::a student.: of Politics :and knew that Judah was signing i.he ·death 'w~r 
for. both ,himself ana Israel.< Assyria' after once gaining's hold; wou1d neve 
: ",' :~·· 
.~~sh ·it ,untiLJudah had been bled dry. Because of this 'disgustirig un:... 
i'ai:thfulness upon the part of .Ahaz;;azid his counsellors toward Jehovah, 
r~tired·from active public service into private life.' 
~~Biilcf thou up. the testimony, seal the teachillgs among my 'dis'ciples •. · · 
:Azld Twill wait, for Jehovah, that hideth his face from the house of Jac b, 
··' 14. 
r... • ·· ' '~ '"''' , Juidi will look. for him." '? ~-'l< '-'!' "';';;, ·~ • ' ,t .; 
12-;· ·Isai.B.h 5:24-25 
1s·~ :":Isaiah 1 :5 rf. . 
14:.'·Isaiah 8':16,17 . 
. . ~..- ~. t.: ' ~ ·~ • . ' . 
)\ .,. .. 
-----,-
' ·. { 
.,. 
···{ ... 
. . 
,W:ith::Lrl:m .he t;oo~ .~i~:-~sc~ple~,,.·.O~:·.~.lf'ew:faithfl?l;.students, and.taught. 
them. priva,tely ~ · ·: T~i~ ~s ~a :.~a:r :r;eac~g. step'~ in, : ~tfl ~ conseque11ces .•.. It .is the 
irst.instance-~ ha~e of a relfgious society disassociated from the politica 
' . 
.. . life of .the .Hebrews, and the first semblance of the ·modern conception of a 
:.: .. '"'' .. ,., ...... ·. : · ...... ··, . . ;:: .... ·, ,. / " 
church. ·.He .t.~ansformed the ,existing conception .of. the .church and took a step . 
' 1 ',., ~' •' ~· ' ,. "'" • . • " ' . ._. ' •. " '" • .., • ,,. • • ,_, • '• '" •< . ' • • • ' 
'' ·of .~e~ural)le·:.s.igl11ficance. fo~. t~~ 4~.V:~loprnEm~ pf; ::brue religio~ by coinm,itt · g 
. ·. . •. . . . · ... 15... . . .. · .. ·. . . . 
his .. message to .. a few. disciples •. : ,Jio!one.had the,cottrage before, this ti.ine to. 
~- '· ' ' . ,• .\ ,,. , '' ' ... f. ·• " ·, ' •' j • ~",., 'I '' '·'.jJ ,',( , j, • ,, .., " ' 
· think· of. hoidini.~.{r.group·i; ~ot':1mder,; ~~~.i~nai ~ontrol nor maintained without 
. ' ' ' . ·. . _.\.j: .,, . . . . ' 
· the exercise of .ritual.,.services •. · Moses.,emahcl.pated the. Hebrews £roin the deg.:.. 
.. · •''".' . ,: .\ ... , ·: . ~ '" '" . . . . .... 
rading influence .of .the .Egyptians •. , :Isaiah e!Dancipa.ted ,their religion from. th 
• ;· •,· ,: , ',. i• ·•' I. , '· ', •" "' u•·.-., I, i .•,. ., , .. ,, ' ·1' '" ' , • • ,· • • 
. ·· degrading inf:l,u~n~~; _of their politics and thereby added a new ethical content to 
it. '. 
His Church . 
.. "The community of true religion. and the .political community of. Israel 
·' " • ,
11 • '. • ' ' ,i.. " ' ' . ~·· f ' ' . . . ,, ., ' 
~ad,:.n~yer b~fore:.,b~~n. separated even in thought; now they stood side by side, 
conscious .of .their ... mutual antagonism, and. never again fully to fall back into 
.. . " . . . . "16. . .. .. i . " . . •• . .;·;. .. i 
this ol:~ .identity.''· ,·It ~S: hut.1 ~r.ief]j' ·~entioned in the eighth chapter but 
, "it may:.well. be. that this actic.n, so vaguely indicated, represents the most 
/ : ; ' • r' o.- ,! ) ~ '• ',I • ; ' " < • ' ',.,.· ;, ' 
influe~tial .phase o.f,:}li~:.ac:tivity. The history or' religions shews that the 
most enduring .of, all spiritual ,influences are those communicated through the . 
"·' ' '·•· , ..••. ' ~' ' . . . • 'ti 
close fellowship ,of..a.great_personalitywith a limited number of susceptible 
. . ' 17'. ,. . . : .. ,. ' . . i • "... ... ..... ... . •• , .. ' . . 
minds."· .. Not only is it . cur. first. conception. of a: church but of the class-
.~- . ' "" ·' • ' """ ' ,, • ... ,. ,. ,.; ., "" • '. ~ -; '" ~r ,-, • • . ' • 
room as, we:J.l. ·: . .It ,maY,.:W:~l;l: b~ tha~. thi~· ln:cid~nt .is, tp.e fountain head of the 
two greates:f\moral.Sl,l~ ~~e.llectual forces in the world today, namely the chur h 
15. ·McFadyen; "IntrOduction To the Old. Testament; ppl07f 
16 .•. W. It• Sl.llith; The Prophets of Israel, p275 
17 •. Skinner;: ~positore Bible, pxxxxi, 
·.,:. 
... 
,,·'···· ,•·· 
44. 
·'··' 
and the school.;'· It''was· :to ·be~ome" the metho&'ot· Je·sus. arid'l'many of the greate t · 
"• •' I ' 
te~chers of otir;·earJ.i hfstocyJ.'trEveri. now it is employed. in ,our educational 
r 
system~ ;$·.·',I 
The H.oliliess ··£!!:'God. ··; : 
· ... Another ::of th~ ;gr~it . c~ntributions of Isaiah to th~-' r~ligion of his 
-peopie 'wa:ii ·his cioncePtion'~c;f:·-tlie'·holiness of Jehov:ah~ ADios.· had pleaded for 
justice and not'mere~··~·idle worship '·a.m·orlg the' people!:. .. 
. ltBut. iet ·. justi~e <rolf down as waters, 
·: .... , .·;.. .. ·' .. •· ... ''·h···~ .· • .. ··" 18. 
· And. righteousness as 'a:l!l~hty stream." 
Hosea, the' propbe·t . ~£ 'i6ve}r had·. ~onttiouted that. idea. t<:l · hi~· peoples 1 · con-
ce~ion ·~f this G~~ .:>j''j~ • : : · \,: .: 
" I ' • ' ' '" .~' '"! :·\' ' ' '' '•' ' ,•, ,. ' ·•.» • ' i' ',, '>' 11For I desire love;-·and·not"sacrifice; 
··:·, .,, , ,. . . . : 1) .. .>'• • ... ·. ,,\ " 19 • 
. · And the. knowledge of God' inore than burnt-offerings. 11 
Micah, IsaiSh's'conte!DpCiraryj had added the thought of humbleness as a re-
. 
quireni(mt of Jehovahl ;;-;.· Y'-'t:::: ~.J ~: ;· ... ,:J ' 
But to do justlj; ·· .• 
; ·.·,·. 
With: Isaiah the etM~il:L1~on~eption,:oftholines's is~:·prominent'~J .'. ·.:•:: 
"What Unto rn~',:i.s~ the iirul:htude "of'your sacrifibes? saith':Jehovah: ' 
' ' ' . . ~ ' ";: ,). ,;'\o ' •' : 'I· ' . . ' . ) " I~ have had eno'Ugfi·of the blirnt..:offerings ot ,tams;'• :L;;,,,.. 
And the fat;·o£"'fecfbea~ts;·:, ··· ,.:".;;, '''.: ; iV5· _,,. r;:v: 
18e' Ainos 5:24. 
19. ·Hosea 6:6 
20 Micha~6:8 
'·- .. 
,' 
.. 
~ ,' I ' . ' 
' ' ...... 
And .I delight _n~t, ~.::t.ll.~.~ bl;ood, of )ul1qcks, or,of lambs~: 
When ye come to ·appear.~b~~~r~ m~, .•. : 
' ' ' • ' ,•' ' I ' 
Who hath required this at .. y~ hand," 
' ' " ,•, ' .... ,, :,\' . 
To trample my courts?. 
. \•, '· . " ., ,) 
:Br~g no more. vain ,obiat:fons;; : . .... 1 :·;r.::. • , i': 
. '' . ' . '. '. . "" ' '"' '' . ' ' . '' ~ ., 
: .... ,.,,, 
....... 
Incense is· an abOminB.ti~n._.uilt;~i .~e ·~·:··~ ... ··, .:·: ·:~::.: t\'f j· ~··:.<. ·~~~; ~-. ·-- -·~ 
• • ' ' " 1,_ '"' ,I ', '" ~ ~- ''' ·,• '; 1 • 
Yoll.r new moons a~d.yo~·:app~mted.i'easts .. !IlY:·so'Uld,natethF • 
.·· \ " '·• '~o, '· ,, ;. •\,,;.' '··· '•' ·•·••·· ' • " ,, 
They are a tro~bl~.:'.~~9.: m,_~;:.•::--: ·:· ~.V·.• 
' .. ~· ' '. ~ . " ' . . '·· 
; .. ··And when ye s:~:~re.ad:£.~~~~-:y~~\h~~s,,~: 
I .wilf hide mine. eyes' from you;~ ... :·.·. 
, ,, , , ,, • I I '· , '•• '· ' •' .,_ ' '' "' ,, _,! J ~ ' ,•, .'• -~' 0 ,. • • ' • 
;. 
:., 
. ·... , Yea, when ye make. many· _pray~:rs, :·I·iV:t+Lriot, hear.:_ 
' •• J ' ' . ' • ~ 
Your hands are-full of blood. 
Wash you, .make you.clean; 
• • ' .• ~ ,,.,; l· • 
Put away the evil ~:f your doings from before· mine ·.eyes; i~ . .,·, ,: 
•, 
Cease to do evil; learn to do, well;, .. 
' ' ' . . - ,. '' .. ~ ,, . ~ ' 
. ·.45 .. ·. 
' . ,. ,, ' ' ~ \ ... ' ... ~ 
', \' 
Such justice relieve the oppressed~·',:· 
' . ' " ~ 
( ' " •• ' '~ ' • { • > 
21. 
Judge the £ather,les,s, plead,f.or.t~e,, 'a!idow.'' .. 
. This message was necessary. in that day. ! Holiness; .for: ;us 'of today,is · 
. . '... . ' , .. '. . ., ' '' ':'. ' .· ' ,~ . . . . 
almost synonymous with ethica:t per~~ctipn; put .. it was not.so.in the eighth· 
century B .c ~ To us "it implies, .. negativ~ly, the absence of .. aU .. tendencies .to 
evil _and of all delight .in evdJ.. Postiv~ly, i~ invoLves .delight in and de-:-: 
votion to goodness.- --it further impliessthattin God:.the ideal of ·mora~ 
' ; ' . " ..... ~ . 
. perfec.tion is realized; and .this .ide.al: involves love as one of it's chief 
'( 
. '' 
·'·. 
':, 
. I. 
"< .. ·; . ' ~.' .. ; ' - ., ; -. • ' '~ . (( ,: ' I . ' ' : :.'. i ' I ,; I . ' ·: . ' . • . ,. ' ·'f." • 
n~ss .. ,or :separation•~::~ ·".G.~d· WS;s :holy. by. ?irt.u~ oi' ~s ... being;separat~, _rr.oll,l ~e.~•; 
,·.·~·, ~:t.~~·'·. , .... ·' i:·, '·,.· ,·_._,," . ' ·-· 24. 
This• in :.tur~.::was.}ue .. t.o his, greatnessM or. 1;trat1scendence~··::·: ,., · :C; .. :; 
~:,~.n~;ls ;-Isaiah :began;~to-~s:t:res~:·;-iihe 7ethic~ implic!ltions o!->"the wo:rci, ... htl,·L.·,_ ... ·J,., ..... ,_..Illv 
; • •• • • • • ' • • • • • •• ·•· •• · 'j • • ' • '· 25.. . . 
YB.hweb: became: ·more.·and, 'more, to be -thought. of :as a moral Being •. ., ... "Holiness : 
• "< ' h •. • ,._'. ' \ • ' . ' '•' . :' ' ' ·~ ' • ••• . ' '" ~- -' . j .. ' • :. • --· '< ... ' ' '"\ ' •. ~ ' 
dehoted.,no' ... ~r:CicU!ar .. attribute~:., .But.,.when some .attribute such ·as· power, o·r ., 
•' ' t, ' • • ' • • ''' ' • '' ! 0 ' ' r' ''' ' 1 ' j I "-~ ' •• ' '•' '< • ,· <•, ' ' " L ·, • I < , .• ;• .... > .- _ ,....., •,_,. ~ \ > ;,< 
;urity:·Or·' .. t:~ghteous~ess{was··es~b~aliy em~.s.ized, :t~e.:idea. ~.-~olin:e~~-,~~-e: ~.·, ., · 
naturilly'.t~ be ,,cl~sely~:assticial.eti -with it.; In, this way .every disti~cti:ve ·· 
• . • ' ' - ' --.. • '' - '> ' ' • • ' ' . • .. '... c,,, • ''··~ ... ~. 
• ••• • '· . ·•.. • • • :. ·'< • • • • •• . ... • • • J • ·. _. . 
attribute .. of thelDeitt·icaJae .to, be·· regarded ·as .. an expression .of.- the divl.he, 
' -~ ,1' ' '~ ' .. ~ ~. " ·•• ,,, ' '"" . "' , .. ' , .. , ' •. _,,,, 'e' ),,,. '+•-,•• •1-"~..,"~ 
,.'"~.: :,· ·~- ' .. ' ' -. 26. ' 
ines s • or as. virt;ually' iden~ical ··wi t.h ;it.'!. ··~ ·:.To Isaiah ; the . word C()nn()t~a ·:~ 
s~mething<ethical •. ~;vfrUe,·iand.her.oic.:an~ he -interpre~ed. it to .. the people .as 
' ' . 
.,, .. ,I 
...... ~ 
'1', 
· yi£.~·From the time·::of::Moses .. to that'to~r~the-.e!g!lhh~centucy. prophe~~,. C!e>d.;vms . 
. ' . ' .. . ' · .. 
Iioti::i~oked:.upon a!S,altogether.:.righteous;. 1.Some of His guiding_ pr~ciples 
, ·· . , .... . Eighth Century prophets .. . . 
liard:;to:·:discern;. .. •;T.he;.K~ooli a decidedlycforward step; however,. and made a. 
wlthrthe.past;.j•:-Their,.idealism.moyed on ... a higher plane and their uttE3rances. 
c6ntained·::a more.:.ethica+ :thoroug~ess:: and ·loftiness than: anything be;' or~.' 
. ,\ , ... 
Tl,:~< ::;) ,rCeremonialismr· the.· traditional worship of the Israelites, was 
.. , . ,. 
most strongly.::;· ~'Whatj unto .·.mef' is .. thel. multitude of your. sacrii'ic~s~ saith 
'', . . . 
J::.have had:. enough. of'offerings •• ,.·:.L·. • :bring no more~they ~re a troubJ..e 
. . ., 
22 •. Knudson·,:!·~ C~; Religious Teaching' of the· Old Testament; p 165 
. 25. :.~otationdrom· Borden. Parker Bowne; Knudson, A. C.; Religious Teachings 
::.c. bf\.the .Old.,Testament;;p :157. · :;t;,: .... ~· ·. (.! , . 
24.l:Gordon'.A·. R~; The faith of Isaiah; p 21. ·I ; 
25.'~\lsaiah. 2:10121;.~.5:8;6:5(/~:.t ;:~ ~ ... 
26 Isaiah 5:16 
. 27. Knudson, ~. c.; Religious Teachings of the Old Testament; p 152. 
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ct 
• The people j I am weary of bearing them. 
! mouth and with their lips do honor me, but 
I 
29. 
have removed their heart far from li 
! 
me." In and of thel;lselves rites and ceremonies were worthless, and the 
50. ' I formal traditional wotship a sham and a delusion. There had to be an 11 
i! This was termed right-
il 
active assurance of worship in one's life and conduct. 
eousness, or individual as well as social justice. '~ek Justice, relieve tfie 
oppressed, judge the fatherless, plead for the widow. 1131~s Isaiah's message] 
I; 
'I 
Since in his vision Jehovah had~old him th!it the people would not do these lj 
things, he was forced to proph<s y a day of doom, wherein the enemies of God ~~ 
would be destroyed and only the righteous saved. The righteous element to !I 
If I! 
II 
II 
Isaiah were the faithful few contained in his remnant. 
The Prophet of Faith 
Probably the greatest message that Isaiah had for his own people, and 
II 
It was tr1e all in all to him, the II 
basis for his preachb1g, the foundation for his belief, and a major influence 
for histor;,r as well, was that of faith. 
, 'I 
II 
1 in his personality. To some of us faith seems unreal und irrational but 
Isaiah made it something rational, reasonable, and wise. It is such an 
example as Isaiah that shows us that faith is in perfect harmony with a 
li' 
il 
sound 
ir il 
To him it was the living fountain of I' 
II 
Isaiah was the first to formulate the great doctrine of faith as 
32. 
I dition of salvation." He had gained his great faith in his "vision 
1-28-.-Is-a-iah_l_:-ll---1-4------
1
1 29. IsS:iah 29:13 
50. Knudson, A. C.; Religious Teaching of The Old Testament; p 165 
I 
51 Isaiah 1:17 
52 Knudson, A. c.; Beacon Lights of Prophecy; p 125. 
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Lord. 11 It had been with him all through his ministry. To him it was a I. 
fundamental belie:U for happiness in one's r-ersona.l life, and for the existenc~e 
II 
of the nation as well. It was the main.:.spring of his life,. a profound personal 
;: 
:! 
experience to him. 1: 
II 
"I will wait for Jehovah, that hideth his f~ce from the house 
53. 
II 
of Jacob, 11 
And I.will leak for him. 11 
The greatest words that are uttered in this connecticn are ti:ose upon the 
*':d th Aha z • 
" I! 
II 
II 
•I 
" II 
I 
j occasion of the and his ~sdns:m~orabln ·e'rl6tninter:-~Pleading with the king 
1not to put his country under the domination of Assyria, he summed up his 
argument in those stirring words, 11If ye will not believe, surely ye shall 
34. 
i 
I 
I 
1
:,1 
II 
j not be es:tablished." It was spoken both as a political and a persona~ I[ 
.! warning. If Judah would not believe, if she continued in the wp1s of s~n anJ 
~wickedness, she could surely not be established but ~~""d ~ace a day of judgi 
jjment and doom. If Ahaz would not believe, if he continued to trust the fles~ 
'I 'I \ and not the SJ;i.rit, then:::he too faced destruction at the hancis of Jehovah. I\ I ,, I "There is perhaps one respect in which Isaiah's treatment o~ national I 
I sins is more,_pr~toulid than that of Amos: l)o •ppears to trace all tho manif- I; 
I estations of Da.tion"l corruption to a single source in the absence of a rel-1 
1
1 
igious spirit, or the knowledge of God, in the men of his time. Here again Je 
35. q 
I see the vivid impression---of his call." I 
A Political Doctrine ii 
li In his contact with Ahaz Isaiah was advancing from a general application 
II 
II 
of religious principles to a more direct part in public affairs. His doctririe 
il 
I' 
of faith was first formulated and given to Judah as an anti-political doctri~e 
II • 
53. Isaiah 8:17. 
34. i!ss.iah 7:9 
35. Skinner; Expositors Bible; p xxvii. 
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I He believed the controlling i'orces of the universe to be spiritual and 
I Divine. Because of' this he wanted the spiritual influence to play a re,~.l 
and active pa~t in the affairs of the nation. Sometimes his r.dvice seemed a 
little warped to the; people but he had one conviction. Jehovah was with him. 1 
I 
When he gave advice it was after a period of prayer with Him. It was season-
ed by counsel v1ith the Divine. This was the reason why he knew th::..t his fait 
would stand any test. It was with perfect assurance that he stood before Aha! 
I and said, 
"Ask thee a sibn of Jehovah thy God; I 
36. 
Ask it either in the depth, or in the height above." 
Ahaz would not tempt Jehovah however, and consequently c.ppealed to 
I Assyria for aid. Under Assyrian domination the people grew even more pros pert 
ous and more irreligious. They became worshippers of the Assyrian ~ods and I 
mab1tained a decidedly materialistic philosophy. To Isaiah this w::..s both a 
disheartening and a disgusting thing. He scorned the objects of the peoples' 
trust and rebuked their immorality. 
11 This people draw nit5h unto me, and their mouths and their lips do 
I 
oi' thJ 
honor me, 
37. 
But have removed their hearts far from me. 11 
Later in his career he was just as scathing in his denunciation 
who favored an alliance with Egypt. He wanted to trust Jehovah who represen-
ted the strongest force in the world to him. The people wanted to trust any 
1! nat~on that had a large army of horses and chariots. His v;ords were; 
·~ li 11 i7oe to them that bo down to Egypt for help, 
/i 36. Isaiah; 7:ll. 
49. 
jl '67. Isaiah; 29:13. 
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so. 
And rely on horses, 
And trust in chariots because they are many, 
And in horsemen because they are very strong, 
But they look not unto the Holy One of Israel 
Neither seek Jehovah! 
The Egyptians are men, and not God; 
38. 
Their horses flesh, and not spirit." 
They were afraid to hear the word of Jehovah spoken to them, but desired 
false prophecies. 
"For it is a rebellious people, lying children, 
Children that v;ill not hear the lav.r of Jehovah; 
And the; say to the seers, See not; 
And to the prophets, 
Prophesy not unto us right thin~s, 
Speak unto us smooth•things, prophesy deceits, 
39. 
Cause the Holy One of Israel to cease from before us." 
He hated the alliance with Assyria, the many advances of Egypt, the lip 
worship of the people, their gorgeous services, and their ships, '.valls, and 
towers. He placed his trust and confidence not in these things but only in 
Jehovah. 
Only in returning to Him could the people find rest, streneth,·and sal-
vation. His course may at times have :::cemed to be the less courageous, but 
it was the more rational and wise. It took fa.r greater courage for him, or 
e any of his follov:ers , to preach his gospel and maintain his position, than 
for any man of the King's party to march off alone against the whole Assyriaf 
---------------------------- I 38. Isaiah 31:1,3. 
39. Isaiah 50:9-ll. 
51. 
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i army. Isaiah was fighting a battle for future generations; the battle of 
I 
swords would soon be finished and forgotten. He was only too conscious of 
the reality of the responsibility upon his shoulders. He was given added ·. I 
strength by the assurance that he was fighting Jehovah's battle, that he was 
40. 
in His hands and, in such a position, was safe and protected by Him. 
Isaiah was"like a bird that on frail brunches, balanced 
A moment, sits and sings, 
He feels them tremble but he sits unshaken, 
41. 
Knowing that he has wings." 
The frail branch upon which he sat was that of Judah, shaken first toward 
Assyria, then toward Egypt, by every wind that blmv. He did not leu ve, hov;-
ever. He sat and sang out the glorious message of faith, salvation, righteous-
ness, and r~demption for Judah. Though the winds blew and the branches shooJI 
he could sit unmoved because he knew that the \lings of Jehovah would keep 
him above the evils of the day. His profound faith was born in the temple, 
grounded in Jehovah, manifest in his work and teaching, and bequeathed to 
posterity. He accepted the torch of responsibility that had been lit for 
I Moses at the burning bush, carried by many prophets, and handed on only 
I. after a lon6 hard race. Tiith that torch he led his pe0ple to even greater 
heights than they had ever attained. 
Sin and Salvation 
The conditions under which Is'liah 1 s vision served hirr, best were the so<ful 
I 
conditions of his day. No man 1 s faith ever ;vi thstood a harder battle than 
--------------~--------------GCornill; Prophets of Israel; Pp. 65-66. 
41. Anonymous. 
----
tha1of Isaiah against the tremendous odds that faced him. God assuredlh~m 
when he answered his call hoviever, that the people would neither hear nor 
understand him. ~bat conception did he have of sin? In chapter six we read, 
"Wo~ is me! for I am undone; for I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in 
42" 
the midst of a people of unclean lips:. 'In the preser<! e of the beauty and 
52. 
majesty of Jehovah, and as comp~ed to His exalted purity men would be uncle~n. 
Another aspect of the sin of Judah is that of rebellion against their 
heavenly Father. 
"Hear, 0 heavens, an~: give .. ear,=o -~rarth; 
For Jehovah hath spoken: 
I have nourished and brought up children, 
And they have rebelled against me, 
The ox knoweth his ovmer, and the ass his master's crib; 
43. 
But Israel doth not know, my people doth not consider." 
The father-son relationship was carried into their religion by the Hebrews. 
a 
Jehovah was-loving Father, caring for His children, and watching over them 
always. They were unfaithful son~,and rebelling against Jehovah. Isaiah 
tried to bring them once again under His gentle care. 
Other conceptions of sin which Isaiah had may be found idbhapter one. 
"Ah sinful nation, a people laden with ini~~ity, a seed of*vil-doers, child-
ren that de~ corruptly! they have foresaken Jehovah, they have dispised the 
44. 
Holy One of Israel, they are estranged and gone backr.ards." Pricle, idol-
atry, pomp, drunkenness, greed, bribery, and injustice were some of the com-
.. - mon evils of the day. They were present in all classes but ·were conspicuous 
42. Isaiah 6:5 
43. Isaiah 1:2-3 
44. Isah.h 1-4 
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among the rulers, princes, and the wealthy ls.nded aristocracy. 
i 
I rind 
I help 
I 
\give 
But though the people sinned greatly against Jehovah, they could alv:a s 
a comforter and true father in Him. He was always more than v:illing to 
them, to guide them, and when they did sin, to bring them back and for-
I 
i· I 
! 
I 
them. The great love of Jehovah ms.y be seen in chapter one. 
"Come now, and let us. reason together saith Jehovah: 
Though your sins be as scarlet, 
They shall be as rwhite as snmv; 
Though they be red like crimson, 
45. 
They shall b r; as wool." 
II 
j!The striking thing in this pansage to me is the first line. Jehovah ... :anted 
I 
1
1 rcason ·· . ..-ith his people. He must of necessity then be rational, reasonable, a ! . 
!·intelligent Himself. He takes it for granted, seemingly, that if they vdll 
I 
i 
1 only reason together 7:ith Him, them all their sins v;ill be vdped a·;ray 
i 
lwill return to Him as prodigal children. It is the expression of a great lev-
lito have such promises and intelligence flow from it. 
I!.Tlllt Messianic Hope. 
j\ One of the greatest of Isaiah 1 s teachings is that concerning a coming 
Jl:t:essiah. He did not prophesy the person Jesus as a personality but he did 
I 
llbelieve that the ideals of hi.s people would some day culminate in some great 
teacher, prophet, and king. He did not kno7: 'Nho this person ·;:as to be nor 
I 
\whaj; he v;as to do, but he did believe that he '!rould be a Son of God in th ~~sense that we are all the sons of Him. He v:ould be the Ideal !<ing, the 
~~~climax of the whole prophetic movement. In chapter nine he nays; 
"The people that walked in darkne.ss 
I. 
II ,, 
Have seen a. gre~1t li;:,ht: 
55. 
They that dwelt in the lnnd of the shadov: of death. 
Upon them hath the light shined. 
For the yoke of his burden, 
And the staff of his shoulder, 
The rod of his oppressor 
Thou hast broken as in the day of Midian. 
For unto us a child is born, 
Unto us a 'Sbh.;.-1 is given; 
And the government shall be upon his shoulder: 
And his name. sh~ll be called 
Wonderful Counsellor, 
Mighty God, 
Everlastin~ Father, 
Prince of Peac o. 
Great shall be his rule, 
And of peace n·o end, 
Upon the throne of David, 
And over his dominion--
----------
To establish and uphold it 
With justice and with righteousness, 
From henceforth even for everi 
And the zeal of Jehovah of Hosts vrill do this." 
46. 
46. Gordon, A. R.; The Faith of Isaiah; Pp. 110-111. 
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Isaiah's message hadtlvmys been one of doom but he had his eyes upon an 
unrealized future. The element of optimism had entered into his prophesy in 
his teaching concerning a remnant. This vms hard for those people to concei e. 
They had alv'ays believed that a Savior and King would be sent them. It was 
a part of their tradition. If Judah and Israel were both to be destroyed 
how and when was thi~ Savior to come? Their outlook was ve~J dull anu drab 
indeed. Isaiah knew that from the remnant would come a Savior. Since he 
could not paint a bright picture for his o~~ period he painted one for the 
future. It was the only message of hope he had. 
The new king was to be a shoot from the stock of:,'Jesse, a scion of 
David's line. He would be a righteous and a faithful ruler. 
"And there shall come forth a shoot out of the stock of Jesse, 
And a branch out of his roots shall bear fruit. 
And the Spirit of Jehovah sh~ul rest upon him, 
The spirit of wisdom and understanding, 
The spirit of counsel and might, 
The spirit of knowledge and of the fear of Jehovah. 
And righteousness shall be the ~irdle of his waist, 
And faithfulness the girdle of his loins. 
A nd the wolf shall dvrell with the lamb, 
And the leopard shall lie do~~ with the kid; 
47. 
And a little child shall lead them." 
~J Then again in chapter thirty-two a righteous king is promised who will rule 
47. Isaiah 11:1-6 
! 
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with justice and establish feace and eternal security. 11 Isaiah 1s ideal is --
I true for all time. A righteous democracy must equally rest on the four-fold 
I basis of freedom, justice, truth, and brotherhood. At the centre of all his 48. ' 
/ justice. 11 With such a ruler and country the Promised Land would become a 
Paradise of smiling corn-fields, fruitful gardens, and happy homes, where mer, 
and women work together in harmony, winning~ their purest welfare in the wel-
fare of the whole." These Messianic passages are an integral part of the me~-
sage and philosophy of Isaiah. 
Their Reflection In His Personality 
There is little doubt in my mind but what ~ost of the teachings of Isai~h 
were taught to him in his school days. At least it was then that he gained 
a fundamental knowledge of each. They were burned into him as living reali-
ties when he had his inaugural vision. This ex;.;erience is the fountai:iLof 
Isai11h's work and teaching. About it he built his whole life. These teach-
ings are but the manifestation bf this personality. They are real, living, ~·nd 
vital. They express the power of his personality, its origin, and itsinflu-
ence. 
His heart must surely have been nstrangely warned within him 11 and his 
vision must surely have been a reality for him to have carried away the con-
ceptions and convictions which he did. Faith, the one thing a.bove all other 
in which he excels, was assured him in his vision. He ~ent forth with the 
conviction that he was Jehovah's and Jehovah was his. This added conviction 
I to his words, and if' he was like us, this gave him a hapry and contented lif•. 
~ Such a life could only come to one with a well-knit, unified personality. 
48. Gordon, A. R.; The Faith of Isaiah; p. 117/ 
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His conception of the holiness of Jehovah added fidelity and enthusiasm to 
his message. He had seei.• His glory and because he knew, he wanted with all 
his heart to ~a~~ th~t knowledge on to others. His teachings of the raght-
eousness of Jehovah added a great deal to his oi'm life. Because he 1-.new that 
God was righteous and just, and because he loved that God~ he was forced by 
his own personality to remain always faithful to Him. Courage was added witbl 
the assurance that he was right and that Jehovah would always be v:ith him. 
Optimisim, with renewed hope and strength, were added by his conce_t;tion of th~ 
future riiessiah. These factors were all essentiAl to this great prophet and 
sefved to make him the well-rounded,autonomou~,integrated personality which 
he was. 
Political and Social Condition. 
The political and social conditions of his time also had a great influ-
ence upon the personality of Isaiah. The nation i':as growing through a social 
change passing from their old peasant proprietorship stage, an inheritance 
from their early nomadic lif~, to one of a wealthy lanJed aristocracy. The 
v:ealth of Judah, represented in her land, was being concentrate4n the hands pf 
a few. The evils that always follo":: such a situation a:ce :;nlv. For them, a.:s 
their tr:::..de and Co.::J:ne.cce grew, thei.c pride and s.rr·og:.:rrce 6re~·· ~,1:;.) in a Jil'f;;Cj-
ratio. The,/ worshipiJed and placed their trust in materi:ll things. 
A large, but ~y~rick~~roup of peasants was created. They were 
forced out of their homes and had no recourse but to do as they 1rere told. 
i'Jhen wars and invasions came their crops and homes were destroyed. They were 
tinuance of them could only rouse the resentment of ~ holy and righteous God, 
===--~·-·"·==""·=· =-=-·-·= ..... -· . 
and that a heav-J judgm8nt was im.::.ending over both branches of the Hebrew 
49 
people." 
Political conditions •~·ere not much different. The individual, materia !_ 
istic conception of life vvas carried over into Judah 1 s political relatbnshi~ 
v:ith 
The first time that Isaiah hsd .. contac'lihe political life of his country he 
met this m.:.terialism. Ahaz did not trust ·Jehovah. He had api·ealed to Ji.ssyr~a 
for aid and upon her ~ould,he rely. Later thece were two parties in Judah, 
one pleading alliance with Egypt, and the othE:r fl6yalty to the Assyrian rulE • 
Isaiah was forced by his knowledge of the world condiitions to support and 
lead the latter group. He only deserted it to lead a third strong party, ad-
vacating reliance U}.:·on Jehovffi} and assuring the people that He ;1ould make Je -
usalem inviolate against the coming Assyrian invasion. "While the kings and 
rulers plotted, ho\'iever, the people were drifting along in a sta.te of spiritJal 
50 
stupor, unable or unwil1i~~ to read the signs of the times." 
Effect upon his Personality_ 
These political and 
ality of Iss.iah. It was 
social conditions hud a great effect upon the persox-
because of the social conditions, the poverty and I 
immorality of the people~ that he ansv:ered so rsadily to his call. "Here am 
51. 
I, send me." He satv the need of the world and of his people and he knew 
that he could help, so he took it u1~on himself' to ch3.n~e the conditions as 
they wore. He changed :'somebody ou£ht"to"I ought," rolled up his sleeves n.ndl 
I 
set out. The condition and 'lttitude of the people furnished him with 4is ne_; 
cessary drives or motives.· Before him he had set a great ideal. He saw the 
-
49. Hastings; Greater Men and Women of the Bible; p. 175 
A. R.. Gorden; The Faith of Isaiah· p. 95 (50) 
51 Isaiah 6:8 ' 
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Judah of later centuries, the New Jerusalem. His iQeals guided him over 
many rough places, his vision drove him over manj gigh mountains, His faith 
was grounded, his personality was "set", his ideal.was established, and his 
e motive furnished by that one great visionary experience. 
Isaiah The Man 
Isaia.(l was a true prophet of God, a man of great visions. God v.ras tb 
him a reality that could not be denied. He was a part of Isaiah 1 s ever-i 
thought, and behind his every action. "The fine consistency of his policy 
and the quiet confidence with which he confronted even the most desperate 
crises are explained by the great vision with which he was launched upon his 
52. 
prophetic career." It brought him face to face with Jehovah, and he car1.·i cl 
away a new conception of Him that changed his life completely. Because Je-
hovah was so real to him he 
in national histor~·, God is 
only potent factor, however 
denied • 
became the rr,Prophet of faith.~~' 'In individual life~· 
the most potent factor-~in the last. anal;, si~, th~ 
completel:t He might be J.gnored ,or, lll fractJ.ce, II 
"It was this reality however, this clear and steaciy vision of God,. this 
unshaken faith in his abiding presence and in the triumph of his purpose, 
55. 
that explains the cor:duct of Isaiah." It led him to denounce a kins to 
his face, to walk the street s of Jerusalem for three years dressed as a 
captive, and to stand firm and unmoved ~erilous times when all seemed lost .. 
Not only did he excel in prophecy but in writing as well. His poetical 
genius is superb. 11 Probably no ancient Hebrew writer possessed a greater fa 
ulty of imagination or had a more instinctive perception of the pov:er of 
54. 
v10rds. 11 
"His regal soul. is reflected in the illcljesty of his style. He is 
52. ~~ E. McFadyen; The Book of the Prophecies of Isaiah ( The Bible For 
Home and School;; P. 8 
53. Ibid; P. 8 
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rare master in the art of noble speech: a~ys incisive, never diffuse; 
55. 
clear, clean-cut, full-toned ye:l:: governed everywhere by a fine restraint. 11 
His orginality in thought, power of expression, and strong sense of historic 
56. 
reality, made this powerful and versatile genius "the greatest of the prophei -,~n 
"A true prophet----was a ~an of holy visions, whose eyes were fixed upop 
an unrealized future, yet, like Columbus, he equipped a-good, st~t ship in 
57 
which to make the venture. 11 Isaiah gained his vision':, while still a young 
man, fixed his eyes upon a 1\!lessi&h and a New Jerusalem, and made ready his 
personality and character for the long weary venture ahead. His tired and 
weary body may have returned to the dust but his strong, vib~ant personality 
is v1ith us still. 
His Influence 
The influence of personality will always live as an example of what can 
be done through true and fearless preaching. "His was a strong an~ commandin:p 
personality, whicl1, by virtue of his high social station and long public 
ministry, he wad able to bring to bear with tremendous power upon the polit-
50. 
ical and religious issues of the day." For Isaiah to march against the 
great sins of his day singltanded would be foolishness. It would be like 
a battle between Great Britain and Chile. He did not march singlehanded 
however. He was strenthened by the presence of Jehovah~ With Ui~ help he 
was able to m<:;.ke some ~impression upon the people. Evento be able to have 
such few disciples as Isaiah had >ms a great accomplishment in the light of 
54. P. C. Vi'hitehouse; Isaiah I-xx:z:ix; Vol I; The Nevr-9entur,t Bible; p. 72 
55. T. E. Me Faj\iyen; Ibid; p. 12 
56. Knudson, A. R.; Beacon Lights of Prophecy; P. 125 
57, Sanders o.nd Sherman; (~lei '1'estEd11ent P.t•o_pnecy; ?.2. 
58 Knudson; Beacon Lights of Prophecy; P. 126. 
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the many ills of that day. His l.)re:J.ching was not for naught from an evan-
gelical standpo:int because he saved Judah and Jerusalem in gathering about 
him even these faithful few. They were to be the bulwark of the new nation. 
Without them Judahrnu Judaism would have perished. 
In Politics 
The influence of Isaiah's personality can readily be seen in the politics 
61. 
of his day. The greatest problems which Judah faced were political and socic~. 
+n r·elat;\,ou to politics he taught that Judah should be independent of all 
foreign alliances. He knew that if she once became engaged in them the at-
tention of the world would be drawn to her anrl she would be placed in a pre-
carious position. As long as she was in~ependent then she with the aid of 
the small kingdoms about her, might be abl0 to hold the balance of power be-
tween the rapidly rising Assyria and to:1e declin'in'g .. Egypt.His adi:ice was re-
fused when he first·offered it to Ahaz however, and Isaiah retired from pub-
lie service. We do not h&ar of him ag'lin until twenty years have passed by. 
What happened in the intervening years we do not know. When he came out of 
retirement he saw that Assyri!l had a strong hold upon Judah. They were a 
powerful nation and were able to defeat even Egypt, who was in one of her 
periodicudepressions. Consequently, Isaiah preached fervently for loyalty 
to Ass;yria. He gave the groaning people a philosophy of histor---.r by showing 
that Assyria was onl~n instrument in the hands of God, to be used to punish 
Israel and Jude-h. r.1any times, when the people of Judah seemed dissatisfied 
and ready to revolt against Assyria Isaiah preached fervently against it. 
~ They only neglected his advice once, and as a consequence Hezekiah and his ~ 
people were shu:!:t up in Jerusalem "Like caged bircis 11 By the Ass,~ ria,; army. 
Following this almost disastrous revolt, but with Jerusalem still inviolate, 
·Hezekiah began a reformation which proved to be of great benefit 
= 
en .. ,....._.. 
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to the nation. 
~ An Aid lilllr& Solution .W: .:rl?'i'k ~blems 
The religious, political and social problems might easily have been solve 
1!Y Isaiah. The solution to their politic:il problem was loyalty to Assyria. I 
~as the only sensible thing to do. The religious problem could have been 
solved by the destruction of the foreign idols in Judah, the cleaning of the 
,temple, reformation of the pr),est, and a spiritual revival. Most of these Y:e e 
attempteili in the reformation in the latter part of Hezekiah's reign. The 
social problem, the most difficult which they had to face, would have been 
less troublesome if the earlier spiritual revival had taken place. If we 
>;·life 
ever allovr our religious life to enter that of &u~ociah-then our social ;;ro-
ble;ns cease to exist. Isaiah preached righteousness, love, and faith ihe 
divine father. A resJ?cnse was gained for this as well in the reformation un-
der Hezekiah. He preached these doctrines all his life but they bore fruit 
only after a long and bitter struggle against great odds. His solutions were 
a mb;ture of common sense and Divine influence • For many yearr-.. the people 
laughed and payed no heed to his messa5e. As a consequence they had to face 
a day of judgment- a cloom they brought upon themselves. 
His Ponition 
Isaiah consequently occupied a prominant flaco anong his people~ Born 
nnd reared in an environment of wealth, well-educs.ted,aristocratic he was 
bound to be an influential person. He was acqvninted with the court~ife ~nd 
seemed to be accel~'ted there. Through his influence upon Hezeki11h he wielded 
A an indirect but powerful influence over court and nation. Under him he ' · ~ 
WQS appointed privy-counsellor or prime minister. The people seemed to re-
cognize both h_i.m~nO. his gifts in the latter part of his ministry with ll'!.11eh 
more honor, respect, and attention than in the ee:.rlier phase.of it. The later-
- --·--------------------------------------------------
Jews recognized him as the greatest of the Hebrew prophets. 
Abidin~·Values, Ideals, and Teachi~, 
1\lhat are some of the abidinr; v:~.lues, ideals, and teachings, which are :per -
inent to the problems and f€ople of our o~n day? The greatest gift which he 
has given to us I believe, l$' ,J .. his own personality, and the rndh•cUr,·;hich that 
personality saved a nation from complete chaos and. e_:religiqg. fNID~xtinction 
~Vie of today face many paral:lel problems. Our people are disheartened and si<k 
at heart. The grec.;.test gift tilat we of the ministry could. give tnem today 
would be the personality of such a man as Isaiah. 11 It is God's ereatest 
59. 
achievmen t for man. 11 
Hi.s. Vaca t.i onsJ Consciousness 
Anotl1er ideal that Isaiah has left with us is that of his vocational 
consciousness. He was a lJrophet of the one true God and never lost sight of 
that fact. "A prophet of God. wo.s I6~o:;.el 1 s custodian of the revelation of 
Jehovah. He was a preacher of righteousness; a seer who saw clearly. He 
60. 
declared the message which stirred to moral action." He never forgot thai 
I
, he belong~d to God and that he was 
I he said. He did not fit it to his 
speaking His word. 1:\'hatevcr he ·,ras to sa), 
congregation or his country by softening 
its harshness. He was conscious of the strict requirments of Jehovah that af 
His prophet he must act and say what needs to be said. It required courage 
and devotion to his vocation. 
Isaiah 1 s call was of the utmost value to him and can be ma.de so for us. 
61 
n I saw a:;. so' the Lord, hit:h and lifted up." What greater experience could 
59. J. G. Hill; The Prophets.in The Light of Today; P. 101 
60. J. G. Hill: Ibid; p. 104 
61. Isaiah 6:1 
c.. 'l 
ud. 
64. 
any man have than that recorded in the siXth chapter1 It was of value to hirr 
because it gave him a message to preach, an ideal to~~rd which all his mo-
for others who have not Jet found the method of gaining peace. 
His Patience 
The lesson of patience may also be learned from the life of Isaiah. He 
was told by Jehovah in his vision in the temple that his message wculd never 
be accepted by the people. He knew they would give him no attention, that h ·,s 
precepts would not be practiced. He realized that popul~r success would 
never be his, and that his nation ~vould continue on her merr,Y way to destruc-
tion. In s lJi te · of all this however, he plodded along, doing his bit where-
ever he co'Jld, preu.ching the doctrines th:i.t seemed fundamental ano necessar-,r 
to him, and giving advice and help to any who cared to listen. It is a 
lesson which means a great deal in our own day. We are faced by retrenchment 
upon all sides. Many of our ideals have fallen by the wayside in the last 
few years. Thoae who worked so hard and long to establish them, and those wbp 
will take up the task in a few short years may well look to Isaiah for an 
example of patience. He worked for another generation that was yet to come. 
·A We also must gain a vision of unrealized future and work toward that end • .) 
His Faith 
Faith was probably the greatest of his teaching which we might embody 
in, our own curriculum. We a.r'e always in danger of sk3ptici,zm. It has 
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been a curse of the world. We lack the faith of our fathers. Our church 
congregations have decreased in size but the faith of those remaining is sti l 
as strong as Gibralta.r. Faith! 11 0h how our hearts beat high with joy, 
whenever we hear tha~glorious word." It was to Isaiah the solvent for all 
their ills, the cure for a~heir sorrows and cares. Unfaithfulness and 
unbelief were cardinal sins to him. "In quietness and in confidence shal~be 
your strength." 
Conceotion of Jehovah 
Because his conception of faith was higher and more holy than that of 
any of his predecessors he ha+ higher and more holy conception of Jehovah. " 
He taut;ht this conc~ption of Jehovah. He taught this conception to the worl 
and thus took a far-reaching step in religion. To him the word holy meant 
"the HolJ' Orie of Israel," something great, large, ma~estic. It contained th 
full spirit of righteousness, love, mercy, kindness, and justice. It was a 
dynamic, living, moving spirit, 'Yorking to establish good within the ';VO:):'ld. 
·rt was merely recognizing in the word the moral requirments and demands of 
Jehovah. 
When Isaiah retired from public life and took with him his dis-
ciples he formed what has been termed the first church. It was a group of 
the faithful, gathered together to share their common experiences, and to 
grow in the knowledge and wisdom of Jehovah under the leadE;)rship of Isaiah. 
That conception, given to us here, has passed through many intervening stage, 
but we retain it today in its essence. Our churches are children of that 
~ gathering of Isaiah and his disciples. \., 
62. Isaiah 50:15 
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Although Isaiah preached a message of doom primaril;y, the:.r~re other · 
phases of his sermons. He had also the eJ.ementc6f hope that was contained 
in what he said. This finds expression in his teaching concerning the rem-
nant, Judah's future, and the coming Messiah. He painted his ideal state 
governed by a just ruler, in rainbow colors. The only hofe he could find in 
the Judah of his own day lay in the faithful remnant. These would survive t e 
day of doom and become the foundation for a new state. His most hopeful pro 
phecy however, was in that of a coming Messiah. This idea was a part of Jew 
ish tradition. Isaiah expanded it and gave it such impetus that it became~h 
dream of every member of his race. His optimism and hope may well be includ 
ed in our own philosophy. It ex.rressed a brighter side of the··personality 
of the man. We need such a ~esson ~day. Many times in the history of the 
world when conditions were bad and the future seemed very dark:irtdeed, men 
have been able to gather renewed courage and strength through such an ex-
ample. We all work for future id~als. These are set higher for each gen-
eration through the work and cheer of such men as this great prophet. 
Conclusion 
He diagnosed the ills of the day by placing his hand upon the pulse-
beats of the nation; he prescribed the rercedy v:hich hnd been furnished him ii 
his call; and volunteered for service as a spiritual nurse to restore spirit 
65 • 
ual health to his ~eople. Because he had plunbed the depths of his 
nation's soul . .and found it dr.Y, he attempted to divert the streams of religi<1n 
I 
into it but found that such an attempt was useless. Only small streams tl'~:ctk-
.) led in. Mallj noble lessons may be learned from this man's life but the great 
est of all is that of faith. 
65. 'j.G. Hill; The Prophets In the Light of Today,; P. 231 
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"I never heard hil:l speak-----
Of doc trine, dogma, nmv or old; 
But this I kno-.;, he nas forever bold 
To stand alone, to face the challenge of each day, 
And live the truth as fa.r as he could see-----
64. 
The truth that evermo.ce makes free • 11 
I 
I 
I 
I 
He was a man amon;; men, doing all v:ithin his power .to advance the spirit~ 
67. 
II ual interests of Jehovah. Rug5ed, persistent, faithful, loving, kind, scholaty., 
II obedient to the call of God and man, Vie can clearly see that his was the gre,t-
li est life of his day and one of the great of worlu history. He turned a storm! 
I 
!tossed craft about and headed it for the port of a Reconstruction and a 
! . 
II Messiah. 
il 11 The v:ay of God he understood, 
! Revealing it as best he could. 
\'lhat he has left on Tiritten page 
65. 
Remains quite true from age to age." 
,. 
I 
H .N .Fifer.· 
J.G.Hill; The Prophets in the Light of Today;2. 240. 
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ll Section IV A Comprehensive Slli~~ary 
Section I 
.· e· We found in this section, a. critical introduction to the book of Isaiah,
1
1 
· that the book may be divided into two parts, the first containing chapters 1 j 
to 39, and the second chapters 40 to 66. Each of these has a separate autho4 
and were written in different periods of history. We are concerned only wit~ 
the first part, chapters 1-59, since that was in the most part the work of 
the original Isaiah. These chapters we grouped under seven heads or divisior.~ 
These are determined by the various phe.ses of his ministr-,Y, and by the four 
Assyrian invasions of Palestine by Tiglath-pileser II in 734-732 B.C., 
Shal:nane§Eir ·· in 725-720 B.C., Sargon in 712-710 B.C., and Sennacherib in 701 
B.C. 
The passages in these various secticns do not all originate with Isaiah, 
however. Chapter I is the work of Isaiah but in the next group, chapters 2 
period. 
The third group, cr~pters 13 to 23, is a collection of Oracles. The 
first, chapters 13:1-14:23, is not Isaianic in character but belongs to the 
Babylonian period. Chapters 15:1-16:14 as well are not ~iginal vlith ~saiu.h li 
but a redaction of an earlier oracle. Chapter 21 can surely not have con:e ! 
11- from Isaiah since it contaimpistinct Aramaic elements and was -qritten l;ro-
bably after the fall of Jerusalem. 
The whole of the fourth section (chapter 24 to 27) is non-Isaianic. 
=====~It contaip~ man;z_ songs as well as proFhetic passages. T~o~h the backgro~l 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
69. 
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_. revealed, the language and style, and the ideas expressed we may, 
, ith some assurance, assign the section t·J the latter half of '"the fourth cen-
t:u,ry before Christ. 
Chapters 28 to 3'3 contains two kinds of prophecy. The first is an an-
lnouncement of doem contained in 28:1-4,7-22; 29:9-16; 50:1-17, and 51:1-'3. 
The second is a promise of restoration contained in 28:5-6, 23-29; 29:1-8, 
16-24; 30:18-33; and 31:4-9. The former grou;, although doubted by some as 
authentic, are Isaianic. The latter group, called the "promise secti·.:n, rr do 
!contain some post-exilic material. Chapters 28:5-6, 29:16-24, and 30:18-26 
are entirely foreign to their context and contain many characteristically lat 
expressions. They are undcubtedly of a post-exilic date. 
1 
Chapters 32 and 53 present peculiar and parallel _problems. They resembl 
somewhat the "Wisdom" literature but are v,Titten in the style and spirit of I 
Isaiah. The onl~conclusion we ce~ reach concerning the chapters is.that theyll 
contain an Isaianic nucleus, worked over in post-exilic times, and ~serted bj 
a student of Isaiah 1 s into his book as being Isab.nic. 
The sixth section, ch~pters 54 and 55 offer no problem. All scholars 
l
are practically agreed that they du not belong to Isaiah. 
comes from the fifth century B.C. 
'l'hey probably 
The final section, chapters 56 to 39 is an historical appendix for the 
Jewish people probably to better know and understand Isaiah. It occurs in 
almost the same form in II Kings 18:13-20:19. Isai~h could not have been the 
author. The cha_£Jters are r.:robably a lc..ter editorial insertion. i1. second (e Assyrian cewpaign is implied in a comfarison of chapters 36:1-37:9a and 
I 
'37: Sb-37 butP..rchaeology v!ill not approve the assertion. The p3.S sages are pro-
fbably two accounts of the same C'.w:ps.ign. I 
The non-Isaian~ortions arc 2:2-51 11:10-12:6, 13:1-14:25,24,25,26 11!':2=7:..,'=#=1 ===--""' 
?0. 
phrenological 
risional. 
1Section II 
order of their a~pearance is most dif£icult and extremely pro- I 
. I 
I the main. 
We reaa Isaiah's account of his ~orsonal life in chapters 6 to 8:18 in 
Biograihical rr.aterial is furnished in chapters 20 and 36 to 39. 
~he onl~oother information we have of him is his message to the people of his 
~ay. He v;B.s born (about 760 B.G.) into a Viealthy and influential environment 
~n all probability and was fortun~te enough to receive a fine education. We 
know nothing of his fsmi:J.y other than the fact that his father's name was 
~moz. Isaiah himself v:as alv:aJ s respected in the nation 1 s court 1 he was fam-
~liar with their life, and influential in the national affairs. He was marriEd 
p.nd ho.d two sons named Sh~rjashub ., " a remnant shall return," anc.~ f.laher-
~halal-hash-baz, "spoil swiftly, rob quickl,r." His V.'holc life and ministcy 
1ere spent :.,_t Jerusalem. 
During his youth his n:::..tion was im .. a period of prosperity under the 
~trong king Uzziah. Their eneraies had been conquered. Egn:t ~-.-as in a period. of 
~epression, and !1.ss;;ria on the north had not ,,s Jet bothered them. The 
~onsequent evils of pros_perity 
possessed a sense of security, 
had fallen upon Judah. His people -r.ere strong, 
were idolatrous, superstitious, drunk, skepticj. , 
I 
nd generally immoral. 
I 
Hith such an envirorm1ent Isaiah received his call in 
40 B.C. In it he saw Jehovah revealed in all His glory and v:hen He calle:d 
saiah volunteered to vrophesy L.r Him. 
Following the de::1th of Uzziah, Jotham ascended the throne. 
i!&ld -as zaa£ 
II 
II 71. 
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, 
· eighbors wliO had formed a coalition against him. Forever after that he v;as I 
arced to flJ.y a heavy annu,-,.1 tribute for thi.s _protection. Isaiah had advised 
irn not to appeal to Ass,Yria but to trust in Jehovah. He had .rr.:~de up his 
ind already hov;ever, and. c oulci not listen. Then Isaiah 1 s advice was refused he 
etired from public life and took with hL: into his retirement his faithful 
iscir~es. He tau6ht these men his doctrL~es during this time and they nor-
shipped and studied apart from the l;eople. This h-.1.s been called the first 
the world. 
·what happened to Isaiah duri~>g his retirement y;e do not know. Nothing 
s mentioned in 'is book. Yi-o; next hear from i1im when Hezeki<:1h ascenrJed the 
and influentiaJ. ""an. 
the revolt of Hoshea. 
unaer the ne\7 king he' became a 
In 721 ~halmaneser descended to Israel to put 
'h."!er'it 
Samaria was captured and the peOl-~le of Israel *car· 
into c::..l.tivity by Sargon, successor to Shalrnaneser,. This was a great 
bject lesson for Judah and she remained faithful to her Assyrian overlord • 
. 
'he was tempted at times to revo-Lt but Isaiah al-,..ays did all vdthin his rov:er 
o dissuade her. At one tirne, while 3amaria was besieged, he vmlked the 
treets of Jerusalem naked in order that he might impress upon their minds t 1e 
ecessity of loyalty to Ass,fria. 
He was not strong enough to quell this revolting s~irit at all tLT.es, 
In 705 B.C. ·when Sennacherib ascended the throne of A ssyria, 
idespread revolt broke out throughout his e;.Jpire. Hezekiah was induced to 
oin in this and ;·:as aplJointed leader of the revolt. In 701, after he he:.d 
onquered l;lis enemies in the north. Sennacherib marched ur;on these nations 
llied with Egypt. He had no trouble in defeating the Egyptians and mdm
8
ry
3
·trubthcJ:r-i 
i maller kingdoms and advanced into Judah to-.•:ard Jerusalem, spreaciing 
s·=--====-======4=============================================================~================*=====~· 
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~vas saved when he had to return to As syria to put down new uprisings. 
Isaiah reminded the kin,:; and people of their losses, and he mcde such a 
~trong impression upon the king that a reformation was begun in the latter 
pf his reign and peace and happiness settled,for once in his life,upon the 
3houlders of Isaiah. If Sennecherib did make a second campaign against Jer-
~salem, as II Kings 19 implies:, it occurred between 686 and 682 B.C. Our crit 
cal study has proven to us hov1ever that such a thing is probably unlikely. 
The last v;e hear of Isaiah is about the year 7Ll B.C. He had guided his 
people through a stormy phase of their history and by the power of his person-/ 
lity had moulded that period of history. He made an everlasting impression 
ith his ,__ personality. How he met his end we do not know .Jewish tradition t~lls 
·. us tM.t he perished 
·• ochis end,he)!et 
~e met-ri.t w1tn tlie same 
I 
in the heathen revolt under Manasseh. However it was\~hat 
courage and everlasting faith that enabled him to meetlj 
nd conquer far greater obstacles than death in his own life. This ponerful 
nd versatile genius, this greatest of the pro~hets, ~ell earned the title 
l~Prophet of Faith. 11 
~ection III Before an adequate study can be made of Isaiah's rersonality 
e must first define personality. It is the sum total of nll the habits, 
l ttitudes, sentiments, dispositions, and complexes connected with a certain 
rganism and enaoling that organism to adjust itself to its environment. Cer-
ain :·inherent weaknesses are present in the make-up ofits nervous system. 
•!hen the instinctive needs of the personality are met we have an integrated 
1ersonality. 11The happy man is he who finds in life a harmonized expression 
~ll hi~ instincts--for his ambition, sex,pate~~l, curiosity, display, and 
~nac1ous instincts as 1vell as many others. 11 Heredity furnishes 
.... Hadfield; Psychology and Liorals; Pll7. 
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~~=o~~=o~o~oth~~Org~ism -and the basic tendencies, while 
l ' acter and moulds the personality. The ideal welds the personality together 
I 
'e 
towards one common purpose. V.'hen attained, the ideal produces completeness 
and self-realization. The character of an individual depends upon the ad-
option of some goal that is of supreme value, usually that of being an eff,lc-
ient autonomous personality. 
Nothing is known of the hereditary and early enviromental influences 
upon the personality of Isaiah. He may have been an Augustine, careless~.in 
his youth, happy and carefree until the time of his conversion.i He had a 
fine education however, and probably wa~der the influence of a good envir-
onment whether he reacted to it or not. In the year that king Uzziah died 
he saw the lord and became a different person. His conversion reorganized 
1. 
his life unuer a new and supreme loyalty 
2. 
His ideals made a call upon him 
and he re::J.ized his duty. 
Fr.xn his call Isaiah went into action ilr.mediately. He preached refbrm 
Of a sccial•i' political, and religio~nature. He was a g~eat prophet and poll 
itician from the very .:first. Because of his actions and l'.Titings we may say 
that he displayed the tendencies of an extravert. From his call he took 
a message of doom, and of future hope as well. He was a para~o~,being a 
pessimist and annoptimist as well. 
His teachings were many and varied. His message of doom was paramount 
in his writings. Judah was to be destroyed. Hope was added however, by the 
prophecy that a remnant of the faithful would survive the doom and would es-
tablish a new and greater Kingdom. 
ri.:J· ~ From this remnant a Messiah would come, a shoot of Jesse, 
with righteousness and love. To Jehovah he gave the attributes 
1. Strickland; Ps;rcholor;y of Heli;:io:J.s E-xperience; p.llO. 
;;;;. li'1dficld; Ps'{cholo,ry and Mo1·al~_;; p.l21. 
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nesc,holiiless, ahd J:ove·t~::hThes~::.wereilgrand, majestic, moving and vital to I 
him. They had been revealed in his inaugural vision. Since Jehovah was a 
God of love he would surely save His people from their sin. His greatest 
~) teaching was his doctrine of faith. This was a political as well as a Per-
sonAl doctrine. He made it political by preaching faith in Jehovah against " 
Assyria both in the reigns of Ahaz and of Hezekiah. Plhile Judah was a serva:1t 
I 
to Assyria he insisted upon loyalty to her. In personal life he taught that 
£aith in Jehovah was a necessary requirement of salvation. 
These teachings ure all reflected in his rersonality as a study of his 
writings will show. They allowed him self-expression and brou.ght to him 
happiness through integration. The political conditions as v:ell affected 
his personality indirectly through a determination of his preaching and 
directly by determining his actions and enviror.~ent. 
As a man Isaiah was educated, strong-willed, fier/ and emotional. He 
is the most striking, brilliant, and versatile of all the prophets. He man-
I ifested brilliant gifts in many directions, any one of which would entitle h m 
to recognition and mark him as a man of d·ist"inction. He was a preacher and 
reformer, poet and paineer, composer ana. sin£;er, statesman <mu orator, 
educator and instigator, dramatist aml stEategist. He was bL'illiant and 
persistent, intense and sustained, lofty and daring, gracefu+ and diplomatic 
It is hardly too extravagant to say that Isaiah possessed the best gifts of 
all the other prophets: the faith o£ Abraham, the leadership of Moses, the 
dash of Joshua, the boldness of Nathan, tbe popularity of David, the wisdom 
' ' 
of Soloman, the severity of Amos, the passio~ of Hosea, the spirituality , 
1. Strickland; Psychology of Religious Experience; p. 110 
2. Hadfield; Psychology and Morals; P. 121 
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i 
the resources of Ezekiel, the statesmanship of Nehemiah, the 
vision of Daniel, and the irony of Jonah. He was to Israel what Savonarola 
lwas to Florence, Luther to Germany, and Wesley to England. He takes one int 1. 
the very pres~nce of the living God vthere no evil can abide." 
-:<-activitic3 
Through his prophetic and :political :·* -. · he had a great linfluence an:o g 
the people and occupied the highest position among them that God could grant j 
His ovm prophet. He advanced the spiritual and ethical values of the people 
a great distance and left a heritage of great value to his successore. He 
was truly the prophet of faith," a son of the Living Father, the greatest 
among theJ. .prophets of his own period. 
----------.&...L!o!.•C.Hi-11; 'l'he Prophets In 'Ehe Light of Today; 
I Ppl08-rl 
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